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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
1. Purposes 
This thesis is "\·.rri tten with the full realization that 
t her e is still much material concerning the history of 
Provinceto"\m which has not yet been uncovered. The 
historical portion of this work contains a brief but 
authentic history of Provinceto1rn1 a~d should be of value to 
any teacher vTho 'ltTishes to correlate his particular subject 
with local history. 
'l'his Hork \vas prompted by the fact that the teaching 
material concerning the history of Provinceto~m is very 
limited • . Yet Provincetovm has played, if not a major part , 
at least a notable part in t he earl y history of our country 
for which it has never been ful l y accredited. Mos t teachers 
do not have the time to do the research necessary in order 
to obtain a good knmvledge of tl1e histor y of t his tovm. 
Theref ore, t hi s study is presented in order to record some of 
the important facts connected vri th Provincetmm. 
2. Organization 
The major portion of this thesis is concerned '\vith the 
background history of Provincetmvn from the time of its first 
founcling until the present day. A. brief analysis of the 
problem of teaching local history emphasizes the importance 
of t .his topic • 
. . - -- =-==--'c:-========= 
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3. Scope 
It vdll immediately become evident that the historical 
portion of this study is not intended to include a history 
of family tre es or obscure statistics; but rather the 
1vri ter has attempted to present a story of ProvincetOi,m 
\vhich will be appealing a.nd meaningful t o all. This study 
1.·lill serve as a base or a starting point for those vJho 
wish to study the more detalled aspects of the history of 
this t0i.r.t1 Emd its people. 
Ther e is something fascinating about collecting odd bits 
of h istorical matter and the following statement proved to be 
very true. "In order to succeed in the collection of local 
historical material, one must cultivate a desire to leaf 
through books and develop a combinat ion of bloodhound-and-
Sherlock Holmes instinct.ul/ 
The writer's approach to this study is founded on the 
belief that the history of Province t o-vin is most interesting 
and is 'l.vorth the effort of investigation by all 1.vho are 
genuinely interested in the history and development of our 
country. 
1/Lenore E. Rimer, The Teaching of Local History in American 
Schools, Burgess Publishing Company, l''linneapolis, Hinnesota, 
1949 , p. 17. 
CHAPTER II 
LOCAL HISTORY 
1 .. Reasons for Teaching Local History 
S:ome adults are dubious about the truth of the statement 
't-Thich maintains that every community contains ;important 
historical material; and yet it is very true that every city 
or to""m is rich in tradition. It is a prime principal of 
education that >children love to touch, see, and examine things 
rather than read about them in a book . Thus, a great oppor-
tunity is presented to the enthusiastic teacher to enliven 
the history course by teaching local history. It is undesir-
able for any teacher to place too much emphasis on local 
history; but rather it is hoped that a course in local 
history will be given its proper place, conforming to the 
test of any history, and utilized to help the students achieve 
a better understanding of the problems of the day. 
2 .. The Scope and Povmr of Local History 
The term loc al history is far-reaching and is of a 
nebulous character because the history of the United States 
is the sum total of the histories of thousands of cities 
and towns. Not all tovms and cities play a spectacular role 
in the make-up of American History, but each history of the 
local community forms an integral and necessary part of the 
whole history. Local history serves as an excellent intro-
duction to t he story of the nation or the story of the vTOrld. 
3 
The teaching of local history should not merely be 
used a s a device to stimulate the interest of the students 
so they \.·Till become interested in othe r subjects, but it 
s11ould be taught vri th the thought that local history is 
filled vri th a plethora of facts and stories \.Vhich ar e 
interesting in themselves. The story of events vlhich 
happened close to home is not merely a school subject v.rhich 
is of int e r e s t to s tudents alone, but these loc al ha rlpenings 
compose a history which should be of interest to teachers, 
parents, and all t11e citizens of the community. 
It has been stated that although the teaching of local 
histor y can be very dynamic, at times the students 'tvill 
accept it ¥Tith inattentiveness with which they receive many 
subjects. Still, many teachers have proved that the study 
of the local community abounds in value and is vlell vmrth 
t he effort. Any teacher ro1ows that there is no such t h ing 
as a su b ject which captures the inter est of §11 the students, 
yet loc al history is a subject 1.-rhich \vill interest the 
majority of students. 
3.- Val ue of L.ocal History 
Some advocates of the te achi ng of local history draw 
up long lists of advantages which vdll accompany this study 
such as: sound thinking , development of the historical 
sense, the ability to "disc ard \'Ji th s ome judiciousness the 
-=--=-- .=--~-
fa.Lse and the unreliable and to select as true that vlhich 
can be substantiated by real evidence.ttl/ No doubt it uill 
be helpful to try to develop the se objectives. The viTiter 
thinks tha t the real advantage of local history l ies in the 
fact t hat the student is offered the opportunity to actually 
see hmv the historian vrorks; the student even has the chance 
to take the role of the historian. 
4. Present Status of Local History 
Local history is taught quite extensively. However, 
there are still many opportunities for improvement for these 
courses, especially in the case of the teacher vTho is 
presenting this subject in a haphazard and unsystematic 
manner. Some teachers vlill argue that the curriculum .is 
already too crovided and that there should be no curriculum 
which is so fixed that it ca~Dot be reorganized in order 
to admi t valuable ma-cerial. Then again, some \·Till assent 
tha ~ local history should not be taught because it is 
provincial, unimportant, and lacks significance.Y This is 
.!/Lenore E., Rimer, Op. cit. , p ·. 9. 
ycaroline E •. E. Hartv1ig, "Use of Local, State, and Region-
al Resource," Seventeenth Yearbook of the National 
Council for the Social Studies, Richard E,. Thursfield, 
Editor, 1946 , p. 341. 
=====-=====-- - -
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a very \·Teak and unfounded argument and if anyone could take 
the time to investigate this problem he would assuredly 
concj_ude that the value of this study of local history far 
outvTeighs any disadvantages which might result. 
5. Local History for New Teachers 
The study of local history is valuable for another 
reason other than a source of information for teaching 
purposes becc:use it can be utilized by any ne111 teacher. 
It is very important that a teacher have a good lmmvledge 
of the community in which he teaches, and a study such as 
this would serve as a good background material. It se ems 
that a brief history of the community should be available 
for all nevi teachers 1¥hether they are from the community 
or from some other locality. 
6. Objectives of Teaching Local History 
Every teacher should formulate a list of objectives 
for every course vihich he teaches. The same holds true 
for the teaching of local history and the follovring list 
presents some of the common objectives which are ascribed 
to the teaching of local history. 
"1. To s-cimulate in the students a desire to la1ov1 
their community and the part it has played in their 
cotmtry's history. 
2. To acquaint the students vrith some of the historic 
points of interest of their community and to give 
them an appreciation of the efforts to preservc tlEm. 
-- -- = - ==-- =- ===--'====="--== 
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3. To make students realize that their local community 
is a concrete part of American History. 
4. To develop an understanding of the business life 
of the community. 
5. To deve l op the ability to find information by 
using reference books. 
6. To learn to study old letters, diaries, and 
newspapers; and to seerch out i mportant facts in 
tovm records and photographic materials. 
7. To learn the art of interview·ing people. 1111 
7. Naterials 
The most comprehensive secondary source dealing with 
the history of Provinceto~m is found in Nancy Paine Smith's 
book, The Provincetown Boo~whi~h was published in 1922. For 
other information the 1ITiter received many records, pamphlets, 
and nevJSpapers which v1ere available at the Provincetovm 
Historical Society. Other information was obtained at the 
Town Hall, the Chamber of Commerce, and from intervievls with 
many vlho saVT come to pass much of that which is to be 
related. 
1/Lenore E. Rimer, Op. cit., p. 89-90. 
-=- lF==-===== 
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CHAPTER III 
Trffi PROVING~ Lill~S 
1. Preface 
The history of Provincetovm is the story of Man's 
eternal struggle with the sea----the pounding , seething 
surf straining at its invisible leash ever ready to engulf 
this tiny seaside village and claim the final victory . 
It' s the story of the Pilgrims and their first tnree: 
weeks in the new world , and of the early Yankee fishermen, 
. 
and l ater of t he Portugese and their struggle for acceptance 
in the nevi land . 
In the pa s t i t \vas a picture of t he dark, t•reatherbeaten 
faces of t he women peering through the mist and dusk 
looking for the fleet vlhich vmuld bring home to them t heir 
husbands, sons, and fa t hers. And it was the cold fear that 
ran thr ough their bodies t hat maybe t his was t he time t heir 
boa t vTOuld never return. Now it is thos e s ame faces from 
the past peering out at a clear sea, but an empty s ea-----
one "~ilhich was so generous in the bountiful cat ches t hat it 
would yiel d, and now yields almost nothing. 
It i s alvmys t he story of the dark, happy, laughing 
faces of the children playing on t heir beloved beach unaware 
==-=-,-,!;!_ -===== 
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of the part they must play in the great drama of life before 
the final curtain falls. 
itJe have the . s ag a of the t alented, the artist, the writer, 
and t he actor, the great, and the near great---the hopeful, 
and the intelligentsia---all vlho meet under the brilliant 
summer sun, and depar t again their own separate ways as 
autunm usurps summers throne. 
It's the story of happines s , and gaiety, adversity, 
and tragedy. It is merely the story of life as those 
people have found it, and lived it. 
It's a story lmown in every city, town and village---of 
a ma gnitude too great even to set dovm in vrords, because 
it is t he tale of those fe i··r who are called great, and 
primarily of the many, many little people who make up t he 
cast of t he ever unfolding drama of life. It is the dreams, 
hopes, and aspira tions of these people \·rho from the founding 
of this nevi land toil to make America as -vre know it today • . 
I t is life as it is lived from day to day , neither heroic l y, 
or s pectacularly, just life as each .of us knows it, the 
cumulative total of which has made the history of past ages. 
Foremost however, it is t he story of AmeTiqa. It is hoped 
that some smal l particle of this story maybe 'told in the 
follmving pages •. 
9 
l<J 
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2. The Norsemen 
We are resonably assured that men of' Sc andinavia were 
on the eastern shores of North America more than nine 
hundred years ago. From t heir settlements in Iceland and 
Greenland , according to available records, they touched 
lands far t o t he vlest-vmrd . It mus t have be en our continent 
they found, probably at Labrador, Ne\,.lfounclland or Nova 
Scotia. 
If t hey coasted the shore s at all they must have worked 
south from their first contact points, and it is now believed 
that t hi s t hey did and 1.·1ent as far as Nomansland_ , Cut t yhunk , 
and Nartha's Vineyard. They must have seen Cape Cod on 
the way. If t hey had not seen it they probabl y would .have 
run i nto it as i t is believed t hat Thor\vald, a brother of 
Lief the Luc ky , did in the spring of 1004 1. fhen he vras driven 
ashore, probably at Race Point. There he remained long enough 
to effect repairs, put in a n ew keel and set up the old , 
broken one in the sand as a marker . His name f or the spot 
of his accident vias 11 Kj alavnes s , 11 or Cape-of- the-Keel , \vhich 
was, if our conjectures prove right, the first name given by 
a v!hi te man to Cape Cod, antedating Gosnold's christening by 
six hundred years. 
In Provincetown today t her e is a monument vlhich furnishe s 
further evidence of the presence of Norsemen here. Under a 
house on Chip Hill there is a structure of stone v.rhich has 
----= ==--- =--=-=- """~=== = -~ =-=-= 
no apparent connection with either Indian or English 
occupation. The uNorse Wall, 11 as it is called, is lmo-vm to 
be made of stone, not indigenous to the locality-and to be 
laid up in a reasonable '"orkmanlike manner vli th clam shell 
mortar. One theory has it that it is a burial crip of 
Thorwald, vrho it is lmown vras ,,rounded in an encounter ·with 
the natives. Ho;.vever, as this may be, the "Wall n stands 
as mute testimony that vlhi te men visited Cape- Cod in the 
far distant past. 
3. The Pilgrims 
After the Norsemen there is a long span of years during 
1-Vhich \Ire find no mention of the Cape. Europeans \·rere e arly 
fishing on the Grand Banks and it is altogether likely that 
some of t hem, due to stress of weather or other causes, 
traveled as far South as Massachusetts Bay or Vineyard Sound 
but there seems to be no actual proof of this. The Pilgrims 
found a few utensils among the Indians which must have had 
European ori gin, but from what source t hey actually came is 
not known. "Cabot, the discoverer of North America, may have 
seen the peninsula. Verrazzani in 1524 says that he spent 
fifteen days on this coast in latitude ~1° ~1 1 , about that 
of Chatham, and tha t he later sailed 150 lea-gues north-
easterly, always in si ght of land. If he did this, he must 
have seen the whole length of the Cape."ll There is little 
11 
-- ===------===--'---===~ 
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doubt that Europeans 1·1ere in these waters during the 
sixteenth century and that Cape Cod and Provincetown Harbor 
were kno~n1 to fishermen and explorers a hundred ye ars 
before the Pilgrims came. 
It is recorded that Cape Cod was the first spot in 
New England ever trodden by Englishmen when in 1602 
Bartholome"\·I Gosnold in the "Concord11 anchored somev1here 
not far from Provincetovm and came ashore. His first name 
for the place "\vas "Shoal Hope" but later finding a great 
abQ~dance of Codfish, he gave the cape its present n ame. 
Champlain vras here in 1607 and made a map of the country, 
calling the peninsula, 11 Cap Blanc 11 ; Poutrincount, another 
French navigator, went aground on a shoal near the Cape in 
1606; and Henry Hudson coasted the region in 1609, calling 
it nNew Holland." John Smith in 1614- explored and mapped 
the whole coast from the Penobscot in Maine to the Cape, 
naming the country 11 N e'\·l England • 11 
On the sixteenth of September, 1620, there sailed from 
Plymouth, England the English merchant ship l•fayflovrer '\\ri th 
her usual crew plus one hundred and one passengers bound 
for the Hudson Bay region of America. They had a long, 
tempestuous voyage during "\·Thich one passenger died, and it 
vras not until November 9, sixty-three days out, that they 
saw land, immediately :i,dentified as Cape Cod. This being 
far north of their intended goal they turned the prow 
==-=----~~-
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southward. However, they soon vTere in serious trouble 
among the shoals and breakers of the Nauset and, disheartened 
by their stormy voyage and \!JOrried by the lateness of the 
season, they put about for the knm·m haven of the "Bay of 
Cape Cod" (Provincetoim Harbor J. Here they dropped anchor 
at the \!Jest side of the harbor just inside Long Point on 
November 21, 1620. 
Here i:Tas drmm. up the great "Nayflm.-rer Compact," 
probably the first document of its kind in the World, wherein 
are stated the basic tenets of democratic government. 
Forty-one men signed the compact for all members of al l 
families of the party. After they had done this they elected 
John Carver their Governor and t hen made preparations for 
a landing. 
Fifteen or sixteen men in the ship's boa t made up the 
first party and t!lese found no convenient boulder \•Thereby 
they could come to land. Instead, because of rapidly shoaling 
water, t hey had to disembark vlhile still some distance from 
shore and f lounder through mud, s and, c;nd i.V<::.ter to reach the 
beo.ch. This, the true 11 Landing of the Pilgrims," Plymouth 
Rock to the contrary not·Hi thstanding, \vas at what is now the 
extreme -v;est end of Provincetmm. Adjacent to the Province-
tovm Inn on Commer9ial Street, there is a bronze tablet 
which commemorates this event. 
- -=--===--
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There were four de a t hs among the Pilgrims \·Jhile they 
were anchored in Provinceto\·m Harbor. One of t hose "\·Tho died 
vms Dorothy Bradford, vlife of ~Iilli am Bradford, vrho f~ll 
from the ship and drovmed. Her body 'i.'las never recovered. 
The grave sites of the other t hree c an now be found 
ne ar the junction of Winthrop and Bro"Vme Streets. Th~re vras 
one birth on board the ship in Provincetovm when a son, 
Peregrine, 1.vas born to t he wife of \'Jilliam \Aihi te. This boy, 
the first native born among the Pilgrims l ived to become 
prominent in the affairs of the colony, and died at the age 
of eighty-four. 
On the morning of the eleventh of December, a small 
exploring party of a bout t hirty- f ive men crossed the bay and 
explored t he region at and adjacent to Plymouth. On t he 
t-vmlfth they star t ed back for Provincetown and arrived t here 
that ni ght. Their report vms not overly enthusiast i c but the 
season Has very late; t here \•las some sickness, and it vras 
imperative that a permanent set t lement be made without 
further delay. It was, therefore, decided to go to Plymouth, 
the best site so far found, and so on the fifteenth of 
December the May:flovrer· vleighed anchor and set out to c.ross 
the Bay. In the face of adverse \·rinds, hov1ever, she v-ras 
unable to reach her destination that day and ·Has forced 
back to the shelter of Provinceto1.fn Harbor. On the sixteenth, 
the vlind bec ame fair and she and her company finally arri ve.d 
14 
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in Plymouth Harbor just five vJeeks and one day after they 
dropped anchor at Provincetovm. 
4. Pamet 
All beyond the Herring Brook vras Pamet, owned and occu-
pied by an Indian tribe of that name. Just when white 
settl ers first came into this district is not known but 
t 11ere is a record, dated 14ay 22, 1689, in which several 
divisions of Pamet lands with the n a.mes of the holders are 
set forth. An Eastham record of 1696 states that certain 
persons of that tovm made purchases of land at Pamet in 
preparation for a settlement t here. 
It appears that the vThi tes deal t fairly vl i th the 
Indi ans, embursing them, not lavishly, but to their sa t isfac-
tion, for all territory acquired from them. All indica tions 
point to the fact tha~ the Pilgrims and those settlers 
that c ame after them dealt fairly with the Indians. They 
were repaid for these actions I·Ii th extremely peaceful 
relations '\tli th the red.men as long as the t1qo races inha.bi ted 
Cape Cod. 
The recorded history of Pamet begins about 1700. These 
first settlers were, for the most part, a hard lot bec ause 
the fishing points all along the coast vmre the resorts of 
a wild, unprincipled and undisciplined crew of traders 
and fishermen from nearly all parts of Europe. As serious 
and permanent settlements were established thes.e vTild 
seamen were gradua l ly forced out. 
15 
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Just vJhen Provincetm.m., then and for year s after'\vards 
kno\<m as Cape Cod , vms first settl ed is unknnwn. Hm·1ever, 
the Reverend Jeremiah Cushing, a Harvard graduate in the 
Class of 1676, had a son, Ezekial , born there in 169e and 
so it v1ould appear that the place wa s of sufficient i mpor-
t ance to sustain a mini s ter before t he Eas tham settlers 
official l y moved to Pamet. Probably 1675 or 16t)O would 
be accurate enough dates for t he establisllinent of t he 
first permanent white settlement a t Pamet and Provinceto~~. 
16 
C¥..APTER IV 
PROVINCE~'Olr.JN 
1. Incorporation 
The population of the Precinct of Cape Cod (Province 
Lands) steadi l y increased until, on June lit, 1727 it vms 
divorced from Truro and incorporated as a separate to\vnship 
named ProvincetO'tm. The inhabit ants v1ere exempted from 
military duty and from taxation except for municipal purposes. 
uThe origi nal of the Act of Incorporation indicates t hat the 
first intenti on v.;as to Gall the pl ace "Herringtonn but, 
for reasons unknown, this was not done and the present name 
1<1as inserted and validated. nl./ 
Although granting incorpor ation to the n evJ to'l!m, the 
Province did not relinguish its tenure of t he lands on 
vlhich it vms located. A most peculiar situation thus arose 
in that no inhabitant of the place could legally ovm any 
land he might be occupying and tha t, in any transf er of 
property, n Gthi ng better than a quit-qlaim deed could be 
passed. In eff ect, everyone l iving west of the original 
tovm line was a squatter on pub~ic lands. This condi t ion 
persisted for nearly one hundr ed and s eventy years. In 
1H93 the l and on vrhich the to1.m. stands \>Tas deeded by t he 
state to the then occupants, but all the '\vide stretch of 
Mellen C. M. Hatch, The Log of Provinceto'\-ITU and. Truro Qn 
~~==?=~~~ _Cod, _Fl~elity Press, Boston, 1~39 , p. 55. 
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country in back of the tO\m. is still Province Lands, and 
it \vould seem viill a..L ways r emain so. 
2. Geology 
Perhaps at this point it would be most appropri ate 
to delve into the geology of the Cape-Tip. The true end 
of the Cape, so far as glacial ac t ion and disposition is 
concerned, is jus t about at Hi gh Head or Pilgrim Hei f hts 
and from that point on, clear around to the t ip at Long 
Point, it is a great sandbar formed t hrough the millenniums 
since the ice receded by the action of tides, currents, 
and '\vinds . The se active agents, c e8 seles sly at vmrk, found 
the r agged beaches and sand cliff s left by the glaciers to 
be tne best pos sible field for t heir labors, and they cut 
and smoothed and filled and changed contours until they 
built u p the vrhole fist of the Cape-end and made the coast, 
from Long Point to :fonomoy, a cont inuous, easy, s-vreeping 
curve -vri th hardly a break, certainly not a glac i al shore. Tvm 
places on the "back-side of the Capen still show the effect 
that the ice imprint ed on its coastal appearance. These 
are at Nauset Harbor, in Eastham, and at Pleasant Bay, 
bet-vreen Urleans and Chatham. Instead of silting and 
eventually completely filling vd t h s and, these have been 
protected and their old shore line substantially maintained 
by barr ier beaches which some freak tide or current has 
18 
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built to seawerd of them. The beaches are still extending 
themselves to the southt.·mrd and it se ems only a question 
of time \·Jhen both the harbor and bay vrill lose all connection 
"ri th the sea and thus, lendlocked become fresh-, .. rater ponds, 
as that of East Harbor at Provinceto~:m. 
The same action, the extension of a barrier beach 
across a harbor entrance, is taking place today at Barnstable 
vrhere Sandy Neck is persistently reaching out for the Dennis 
shore, the harbor is silting, and marshes are forming. 
Time, as we measure it means nothing to the sea and land in 
their continuous \·rarfare. Along Cape Cod coastal changes 
can be noted from year to year. But \·le can be certain t hat, 
wherever sea and land meet, there is no such thing as a 
definitely fixed and settled dividing line between them. 
"The breakers on Ile Nauset, a point of land · jutting into the 
sea from the Eastham shore, made trouble for Gosnold in 1602 
and turned back the NE;yf lovJer in 162u . n1/ There is no Ile 
Nauset now. It disappeared more t han t wo centuries ago and 
its sends are in off-shore shoals or scattered on the 
beaches anyv1here from Race Point to Honomoy. The vJl1ole 
Cape Cod shore-line is very definitely in flux. 
3. The Revolution 
Provinceto~ soon af ter its incorporation suff ered a 
reaction in its fortunes and in 174~ not more than t liTee 
l/Mell en C. M. Hatch, The Log of ProvinceLo~n and Truro QU 
~ Cod, Fidelity Press, Boston, 193~, p. 24. 
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or four families remained there. Seven years later in 17~~ 
there 1r1ere onl y three houses still 'standing and not a family 
i-Tas living in the tovm . 
The tide turned near the c~ose of tne French and Indian 
\'Jar and lvhen the Revolution broke out, the tovm had 
increased to hventy houses and a population of t1.,ro hundred 
and five people. For the period of this war the harbor was 
in the hands of the British and men-of-vmr '\·Tere stationed 
there. The English did not appear to have been particularly 
hostile toward the people during this occupation although 
there are records of several minor incidents. 
The \<Jar years vJere hard ones for Provincetown and Truro. 
Communities as dependent on the sea for their livelihood 
as these had to strugg~e for their very existence vrhen a~l 
the vm t ers ·Here under undisputed control of the pov.rer.ful 
English Navy. Provinceto1~ did not survive, being without 
inhabitants v.rhen t h e war c·losed, although t11e populace began 
to return immediately at the peace. 
Provinceto-vm seems t o have no Revol utionary \'.Jar record, 
although some oi· hel~ men Jp.Ust certainly have served. There 
\·Tere Cape Codders in the American Navy and among the crev.rs of 
numerous privat eers and it is altogether probable that 
Provinceto1.m had representati on on some of these vessels. 
After the war, vrith coastal \·m t ers once more open to 
t h e fi shermen and -viha.iers, the t01-m c ame to l ife and in l bOO, 
I 
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had one hundred . and forty-four dwellings vdth a population 
of almost a thousand people. 
lt. The Somerset 
A dramatic event of the v.mr was the \•l!'eck of the 
British frigate Somerset on the •rback- side 11 of the point 
nee.r the present Peaked Hill Bars Coast Guard Station. 
11 The British Admiralty said that the Somerset, a third-
rate, was launched at Chatham, England dockyard, May 5, 1746, 
a.nd that she carried sixty-four guns. ul/ Sh :r.:r· ~ e vras on rome 
Service until 1744, when she was sent to America. She vras 
refitted in England late in 1776, and returned to the 
American Colony early in 1777, and served in Nevr England 
vrate.rs until she vms lost November 3, 1778.. The Somerset 
'\?as one of the English \.J"arships that fired on the entrench-
ments on Bunker Hill the morning of that famous battle, 
and her guns covered the landing of troops in Charlestovm. 
On her second visit to this coast she generally made 
Provinceto'\.J"n Harbor her headquarters and there her comrnander, 
Captain Aurey, obtained the ship's supplies from the peopler 
He compensated the unvrilling contributors by allovring his 
chaplain to come a shore on Sundays to conduct religi ous 
services. 
Returning to the harbor after a cruise she ran into 
heavy winds, failed to vie ather Race Point, and struck the 
lfibid, p. 36. 
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outer bar . Lightened of her guns and spar s she later drove 
over onto t he beach and bec ame a complete l oss. Many of 
her cre-vr ,.rere drovmed but some hundreds of survivors 1vere 
rescued by t he tovmspeople and later t aken, under the escort 
of a Truro militia company , to Barnstable and t hen to 
Boston as prisoners of war . 
The ship's doctor, Doctor William Thayer, was allmv-ed 
to stay behind to tend his shipmates and give aid to those 
injured too seriously to be moved. La t er he settleG in 
Truro , married , and became a prominent memeber of the 
community . 
"The Somerset was , in defiance of constitued authority, 
'I.-Jell stripped by the people of Provincetown and Truro, and 
some of her guns vlere used in coastal f ortific EJ tions. n1/ 
In t he ensuing years the 1·rrec k of the old fri gate vJas 
left to the elements, and gradually \vas covered over by 
drifting s and and even tually buried deep out of sight. 
There she remained for more than one hundr ed year s until in 
1886, gales and high tides uncovered her once more . Once 
again the to\inspe ople raid her for vrhatever could be cut 
or pried loose . Hm·rever, she vTas not oestroyed nor did she 
entirely los e her form of a ship. The sand c ame back and 
covered her again, and there she remains novr until the sea 
is ready once a gain to expose her . 
1/Herman A. Jennings, Provincetmm_, The Hallett Press, 
Yarmouthport, Hassachusetts , 1890, p. 75. 
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5 •. Post-War Years 
The years following the Revolution were ones of growth 
and expansion for Provincetmm... Although her principle 
industry vlas f i shing it \vas during that period that the 
salt works and ship building also flourished. 
The \'Jar of 1812, when the British Harships a gain 
dominated Provincetmm Harbor, gave the tm·m. a serious 
setbac k , as had the Revolution. However, once a gain the 
to1m survived, and VJhen peace came , vlent on to renev1ed and 
greater prosperity. 
I t was about this time that another industry was 
added to t heir fishing, "YThaling and farming-----salt 
making . Captain John Sears of Dennis seems to have built 
the firs t salt vTOrks on the Cape. He made only ei ght bushels 
in 1776, his first year. The second year he turned out 
thirty bushels. His v a ts vTere a t f irst filled by buckets; 
later by a h and pump; and, in 1785 , by a Ylindmill d r iven · 
pump. In 1793 a gable roof cover running on rollers was 
devised f or the va t s, and with this system lrla s brought to its 
highest development. ""The proces s v:a s simple. Sea. vlater \-laS 
pumped into the vats through hollo-vred-log pipes, Hhere 
exposed to t h e sun it 1vas soon evaporated , leaving the solid 
salts to be shovelled out and spre ad to dry; t h en t h e vats 
were refilled and the performance repe a ted. It took three 
23 
hundred and fifty gallons of water to produce one bushel 
of common salt weighing eighty pounds. Some Glauber's an 
Epsom salts and a little magnesia ~rere recovered as well. ttl/ 
This was a profitable business and one that fitted in 
very '\vell vri th the general economy of the Cape Communi ties. 
The first cost of the salt-"lvorks was not great, but ·hqilding 
and repairs kept many men at Hork. The vats could be tended 
by boys too young to go to sea or by old men, no longer fit 
for more active vocations. The suppl y of the ra1v material, 
sea vra t er, was inexhaustible as was the evaporative agents, 
the rays of the sun. JVIuch of the product found a market 
among the nearby fishermen. "In 180u, the industry \vas 
jus t getting under way; in 1832, its peak year, Barns t able 
County produced 258 ,2 50 bushels, Horth about one dollar a 
bushel. In 183'/, there were thirty-nine establishments in 
Truro and the same year Province t ovm had seventy-ei ght 
works and produced nearly )0,000 bushels."Y 
Hovrever, the end came "YThen Congress reduced the duty 
on salt, t he bounty paid to fishermen was abolished, and 
easily marketable s al t deposits were discovered in Ne"lv York 
State around Syracuse. Salt made by solar evapora t ion could 
not compete against these handic ap s and the business steadily 
declined until, about 1~60, it was dead Hith most of the 
works dismantled and their lumber put to other uses • 
• 
1/Ibid., p. 83. 
gjMellen c. M. Hatch, on. cit., p. 4·3. 
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To take up some of the slack after the decline or the 
salt industry some ship building vlas done. No large vessels 
were built at Provincetovm, in fact, the only place on the 
Cape where square-riggers of the clipper-ship era were 
constructed \·ms at the Shiverick Yard in East Dennis. 
Provincetown did, however, build many small bo~ts and some 
larger craft such as whalers and packets for the fishermen. 
6. The Civil War 
Provinceto'vn was well represented in the armed forces 
of the Union during the Ci v11 \'lar. 1'he town furnished 
three hundred men, fifty-seven more than its quota, to the 
Army and Navy, and of these eighteen were lost in action. 
11 The J. c. Fre eman Post 55, G.A.,R. was organized in 
1884 with twenty charter members. Its name was derived 
from a local boy who lr..ras lost when the gun fire and the ram 
of the Merrimac sank the Cumberland off Newport Ne-yrs. ul/ 
Provincetovm was far removed from the active theater 
of the war, but there was one event of historical interest 
t hat occurred in the harbor. Two Confederate commissioners 
to England, Mason and Slidell, '"ere taken from the British 
ship Trent by Captain Wilkes of the u.s.s. San Jacinto. 
They were finally released by the Federal Government, and 
were brought to Provincetown and transferred to the English 
1fNancy \'1. Paine Smith, The Provincetown . ~' The To·lman 
Press, Brockton, Massachusetts, 1922, p. 63. 
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ship· Rinaldo. On January 1, 1862, the day the ship lef t for 
England, there bl ew up one of the worst storms i n the town's 
history until t:Oat time. From t hen on the storm vms referred 
to as t he "Mason and Sl idell Gale. !! 
=~~-> ---
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CHAPTER V 
THE FISHI NG INDUSTRY AND TEE ART 
1. Fishing 
The tovm was born to catch fish. Their Totum should be 
an effigy of the Sacred Cod, like that which has hung in the 
State House on Beacon Hill for so long. u-rn the days of' 
the sailing craft, Provincetovm. ranked with Harblehead and 
Gloucester among the fishingest to-vm.s of what has alvmys be en 
the fishingest State in the Union. 1111 1l 
Provincetown, blessed vii th the best harbor on the coast, 11 
never had to worry about the size or number of crafts that 
came into her harbor. The tmv:n kept its high place in the 
1 industry, second only to Gloucester, until the beam-tr-awlers 
,, 
I 
1 :from Boston took over. Neither her fine schooners nor her 
I motor fleet could compete on even ter ms with these and an 
I 
I 
'I 
!I 
,, 
,. 
inevitable decline in its fishing fortunes has resulted. 
The fishing vessels of the Cape follmved in design 
the general development of the general fishing craft found in 
New England waters. It does not appear that any special 
and distinctive types were evalved as was the case at Block 
Island, Nomansland, or the Isles of Shoals. 
Plymouth Colony was agrarian and its members, who were 
not good fishermen, had no need to go far off shore in order 
to ge t all t he fish they could use in the local and very 
i restricted market. It was not long , however, before the 
I 
I 
I 
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necessity for better boats became apparent and shallops, 
pinnaces and ketches made their appearance. These sufficed 
for a century or more and , ~rd. th a fe1·1 small schooners, 
made up the fle et in which colonial fishermen went to sea. 
After the Revolution came the pink-stemed "Chebacco-
boats, 11 named for the parish of Echebacco (now E.ssex) in 
Ips'l.vich, England , and the "Dogbodies, n both 'l.vi th t wo-masted 
schooner-rigs without headsails. From these developed 
t he true npinl<..ies, tt schooner--rig '\vi th bowsprit and jib, and 
with the characteristic sharp stern and very pronounced 
sheer of this type. This craft, while slow, was burdensome, 
sea-vrorthy, and 1.-reatherly; was inexpensive to build and 
cheap to run; and , until mid-nineteenth century, -vras the 
p-oor man's fishing boat. 
There were sloops in the business too, and the schooner 
was passing through various stages of design; such as the 
round-bottomed, high quarterdecked, to the more conventional 
types, later almost universally used. The Massachuset t s 
fishing SQhooner 1.·ras, at the turn of the century, as fine 
and able a sailing craft as ever put to sea. Perfection 
in desi gn , in construQtion, and in handling made t hem 
what they were and their every-day performance, i n the 
usual routine of their '\vork, has never been excelled by 
anything afloat under sail. They are novl gone, dr1 ven 
r 
from the sea by mechanical power, but they rank on even 
terms with the c~ippers as the ultimate expression of the 
maritime genius of America. 
In the days before mechanical refrigeration, a very 
prominent feature of the Provincetovm. scene Has the fish 
flakes. "These \·Jere fla t , horizontal tables, thirty to 
thirty-six inches high, with tops of three-cornered vTOoden 
slats spaced an inch or so apart.ull The vessels brought in 
their catches of Cod already split, cleaned, and salted. 
These were brought ashore in dories, carefully vrashed on 
the beach, and then immersed in pickle. Later, they were 
taken from this and spread on the flakes to dry, for t1.-ro 
or three days in the sun. At night they were either 
removed indoors or protected by wooden covers. This process, 
lmovm as 11 making fish, H resulted in a thoroughly dried and 
salted product, ready for shipment to market. The f l akes 
were all over t01m; in front and back yards, on the \·lharves, 
an about any area not othervdse occupied. They are no 
longer to be found in Provincetovm, but Gloucester and some 
of the Nova Scotia tovms still make fish in this manner. 
Provincetown sends no more vessels to t he Grand Banks 
or far off- shore. The mackerel chasers, l·ri th their beautiful 
II seine boats to~r1ing astern, the draggers, and the trap boats 
bring in t he catch novl. Host of the fish goes directly 
II 
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to one of several cold-storage plants, known locally as 
''freezers'·' (the first of them, the Provincetovm Cold Storage 
Company, was established in 1893), \vhere they are prepared 
and stored, ready for shipment to market in refrigerated 
vechicles. Some of the it,'aste is turned into dog food and 
livers are rendered for their oil. 
The fishing traps or weirs are those rows of 
netfestooned poles vlhich one sees projecting from the 11ater 
along the inner shore of the harbor or outside by Vlood End, 
or Herring Cove. "The nets are so arranged that the fish, 
swimming slovlly in quest of food, aTe diverted into a 
Gentral pocket or ttbowl" from vJhich they cannot escape 
motor driven craft of the trap fishe rmen.nl/ This kind of 
fishing is hard, laborious work vTi thout much glamour or 
excitement about it but sometimes -vrhen the men find a 
great horsemackerel embayed in the nets, there is plenty 
of excitement for avrhile. These big fish (better knO'Wll. as 
tuna): are po-vrerful fighters and can do great damage to 
the nets, so they have to be filled as soon as discovered. 
There once were many lobster taken in Cape-end waters 
but fe11 are ca~ght now. Plenty of clams are to be had, 
including the big sea clams. There are fine scallops in 
season. 11 A generation ago, squid were plentiful in the 
harbor and were much in demand for bait. A boy, a. dory and 
1/Herman A. Jennings, op. cit., p· •. 81. 
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a squid-jig could pick up good pocket money any day and some 
men made squidding quite a regular business in the season.ul! 
Few are to be found nov.r but their death is not a serious 
matter, as fishermen get their traVTl bait and such from the 
freezers and the demand is not nearly as grea t as it used to 
be, any\·Tay. But the harbor has lost more 'than squid. Forty 
or fifty yea.rs ago, a hundred sail of fishermen, anchored or 
'I moored alongside, \-laS a common si ght. Often, tvlice that 
number \vould be in port together and, after dark their 
lights seemed as thick as the stars of the clear night sky. 
Late in the '70s, the Cape Cod Oil '\vorks was built on 
Long ¥oint and in 1286, Niclrerson'!s Whale and Henhaden Oil 
\'lorks 'ltTa s erected at the Herring Cove, ne ar Race Point Light. 
These plant's, using vlhales, blackfish, menhaden, or dogfish 
as raw materi al, made fish oil and fertilizer, had their 
own wharves, vrere served by their own vessels and vmre 
important factors in the economic l ife of the community. 
Loss of market for their product, caused largely by the 
ever-increasing use of petroleum and its derivatives, and a 
progressive scarcity of the Hfish11 they needed, finally 
closed both \•rorks, and no vestige of either remains. Cod 
and dogfish-liver oil was made in Provincetovm as earl y as 
1850, and some is made today, although not in very 
significant quantities. 
1/Frederick Freeman, History of Cape Cod, Rand & Aver y Press, 
Boston 1862, p~ 621. I 
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Up to the time of his death, in 1926, Dave Stull 
manufactured fine \vatch and clock oil s from whales and 
blackfish. Besides t his, his activities as the leading 
ambergris trader in the United Sta t es has earned for him 
the nickname of ttAm.bergris King." Ambergris (a French 
derivative maning gray amber) is formed in the digestive 
tract of the sper m whale, either because of disease or 
from some direct irritation. Some believe that the beaks 
of cuttlefish, on vThich the sperm feeds, are the primary 
c ause of such disease or irritation, but there seems to be 
no Gertainty of this. At any rate ambergris, nearly all of 
which was found and brought in by vlhalers, is rare and expen-
sive," costing several hundred dollars a pound. ~ts principal 
use is as a fixative in the manufacture of fine p·erfumes. 
2. "tlhaling 
II vlhales 1:1ere plentiful in Cape Cod waters when the white 
I 
,, 
men first came; in f ac t, they are notver y uncommon sight 
offshore today. The Indians '\vere the fir st vThalemen and had 
plied tha t trade for no one knows hovr long. The Engli sh 
colonists, however, were first interested in dead whales 
t hat drifted ashore and old tm·m records contain some 
entertaining information as to the 1•.ray such jetsam '\•las 
divided. In some places it vras decreed that a part of 
each drift-whale s hould be appropriated for the support of the l 
ministers, because they are the servants of Providence, who 
a~one rules the storms. 
rr 
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Shore-whaling , probably began around 1650 or 1660, was 
t11e first method el!lployed by the colonists to capture live 
whales. This plan, initiated on the south shore of Long 
Island about 164-0, needed comparitively little gear and was 
satisfactory enough as long as the quarry frequented in-shore1 
waters. uLook-out men were stationed at strategic points, 
such as the Pond Village, and these, on sighting a whale, 
would cry out 11 Tm·mer, 11 and Indian word supposed to signify 
tha t they had seen the whale twice. At this call, boats 
kept in readiness for the work were launched; the whale was 
attacked, killed and towed to shore.'J./ There it vlas cut up 
and the oil boiled from the blubber in try-works, built an 
the beach. This "\ITaS the method used all along the coast and 
on Nantucket by the first '\vhalers among the colonists, and 
it persisted in some places for a considerable time after 
regular off-shore whaling had been inaugurated. As late 
as 1726, Nantucket shore-whalers made eighty-six c aptures 
in the year and Long Islanders actually took a whale in this 
manner as recently as 1918. Many Indians, good natural 
boatmen and hunters, vTere employed in this phase of the 
industry. 
vii th the passage of time, vJhales began to shun coa s tal 
waters and it became necessary to go out into the deep for 
them. Sloops, and later schooners and brigs were used for 
1fMellen c. M. Hatch, op. cit., p. 22. 
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the purpose; both Truro and Provincetmm were active in the 
bus i ne s s . Neither of these places commissioned ships and 
barks · as vihalers, as did other port s in the hey-day of the 
trade. Up to 1712 it appears that only the right whale 
vias tal{en (this "\.·!hale is so called merely bec ause "\.oThalemen 
considered it the right one to pursue)! but, in t hat year 
a sperm was captured off Nantucket and the desire for this 
more lucrative prey lead to a great broadening in the area 
covered by vessels in their search. Hen be gan to go into 
northern seas in their hunting, the first recorded trop to 
Davis Straits being in 1732 . Five years later Provinceto~m 
sent a dozen vessels to that ground , taking a bout all the 
able bodied men in tovm. Drift whales we r e still causes of 
controversy and the to"\.oms kept a weather-eye on them and on 
their neighbors. 
Cape Cod vJhaling steadily developed and expanded until 
the time of the Revolution. In f act, it apparently had a 
superior technique very early in the game. Nantucket, 
realizing its need for instruction in the vJhaling venture, 
had tried and failed to get one Loper, a resident of Long 
Isl2nd to shm.r them hm..r. Later, in 1690, Ichabod Paddock 
vrent from the Cape to teach Nantucke ters the most approved 
methods f or killing i;Jh ales and obtaining t he oil. Armed 
"\.oli th a thorough kno"Vlledge of Cape Cod ways and means, 
- ~---=---
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!:iantucket vmxed large in the -vrhaling pictur e and in a f ter 
years far outstripped Provincetovm in this regard. But 
Nantucket vrhal ing died about 1870 ivhile the Cape-end town 
continued in t he business 'l.vell i n to the tvren tieth century. 
It is probably that Province t own h ad vlhalers a t sea over 
a greater span of years than had any other port in this 
hemisphere. 
In 1774, t 'l.·lo Truro captains, David Smith and Gamaliel 
Collins, initiated vlhal i n g at the Fal kland Islands but, before 
t his n eitJ ground could be exploited, t he Revolution c ame and 
Cape Cod, vii th t h e res t of the Atlantic coast, wa s cut off 
from the sea for its durat i on. At t h e peace, t h e t wo towns 
took up the tr ade vlhere they had dropped it, and 1·1ent on to 
gre a ter prosperity in it t h an they had yet known. ~rhe Jar 
of 1812 s e t t h em bac k badly , but they car ried on a gain and 
directl y it was over. The next fifty years were t h e gre a t 
d Bys of the American whaling industry, as a whole, and 
both Truro and Provinceto-vm s hared in the good t imes, the 
latter to'l.1n having , at the peak , fifty-si x ves se l s in the 
1vork . But, with the Civil \!Jar, a recession set in i·Jhich 
onl y en ded , af ter a f e v.r s hort upturns, with the f inal 
cessati on of the tr ade. In 1 <3 90, Provinc eto-vm h ad but 
seven vmaling ves s els left and, in 1 916, the busines s 
finally closed, on a note of tragedy, when t h e last of the 
I' 
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fleet, the Carrie D. _ Yillowles, was never seen after she 
rounded Long Point, outward bound. Changing economic 
oonditions el iminated the whaler end the wha lemen who had, 
for so long, played mo s t important roles in the life of 
many New England communities. 
Cape-end whalers did most of their fishing in the 
Atlantic. "They >.·mnt to Davis Strait and to the falklands , 
to the Brazil Ground, to t he \'Jest Coast of Africa, _ to the 
Cape Verde Island , to the Hatteras and Charleston Grounds 
and else\vhere. Very few of them entered the Pacific. In 
fact, Starbuck lists but one Provincetovmer as voyaging in 
that ocean. They did not make t he long, forty or fifty month 
crusies of the New Bedforders or the Nantucketers, and these 
called them t'Plumpud'ners 11 in consequence. 1111 A t~vo-ye ar 
voyage was a short one for these other men and Cape \vhalers 
were seldom gone more than half as long. 
3. The Artists 
Provincetmm. was discovered about the turn of the 
century, by those str ang e people who like to put paint onto 
canvas. Now it has, in the summer, the l argest artist 
population of any similar place in the United States. But 
there is no Art Colony; the brothers and sisters of the 
brush are not segregated . They l ive all over town, domiciled 
in everything from the shabbiest of shacks to what passes, 
lfNancy W. Paine Smith, op. cit., P'• 61. 
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at the Cape-tip for mansions. All gradations of thought 
are represented among t hem from t he most conservative 
realist to the most ultra ultra-modernist. Capabilities 
have as wide a range-from some of t he great names in 
American art to the veriest dauber. Ther e are exhibitionists 
among t hem, but the vast majority are seri ous craftsmen 
trying by the brush of the painter, the style of the etcher, 
the stone of the l ithographer, the knife of the block printer, J 
to render evident and imperishable some of t he beaut'ies 
of the things they see and feel. 
The late Charles VJ . Hawthorne opened his Cape Cod 
School of Art in 1901 and from this really stems the present 
reputation of Provincetown a s a major art colony. "There 
are numerous Art Schools her now, some of them of national 
ren01·m, but "Ha\·Tthorne 1 s 11 is the yardstick by which all 
ar e measured . "ll It i.<Tas he who first, and \•rith authority, 
yal l ed to the attention of serious s tudents the great store 
of material that t he Cape-end offers the ar t ist. Limitless 
and diverse this ma teri a~ is: t he dunes and the beaches; 
the harbor and the ocean; the fishermen and their craft; 
the sunrises and the sunsets; the lighthouses and the 
summer moon; the narro\-r streets and t he old houses; and 
even the fo gs and the storms. Hawthorne realized the 
artistic vmrth of these. Provincet01m \vould be a different 
I 
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place today had he not done so. Today the country's 
outstanding -vmter colorist, John VJhorf, resides in 
Provincetown. His v.rorks can be found in ever y leading 
art gallery in the world. One of the highlights of the 
summer season is the aru1ua1 \ihorf exhibition at the Province-
tovm Inn. Another outstanding personage in the vmrld of 
art is Hans Hoffman , who each summer conducts an art 
school at his home in t he \.vest end of town. Mr. Hof :'~man, 
bef ore the Second World War, wa s recognized as the leading 
art critic and teacher in Austria. He was forced to flee 
to Ne -....r York from Vienna after the German occupation of his 
country. Soon ai'ter his arrival in this country he 
founded his summer art school in Provincetovm. Other '\·Jell 
knovm re si ents of the t o·,m are Arthur Mirski, 1.vho also 
con ucts an art school, and Pio Junco, viho has established 
a small art gallery at his home o~ Commercial Street. One 
has on.Ly to visit the exhibitions held during the summer I 
months by the Art As s ociation in their '\vhi te, s quare building jl 
at 4uu Cornnercia.L Street to appr@ciate how true was 
Hawthor ne's vision. One a.Lso readily underst8nds why 
Provincetown, with all the opportunities t hat it offers to 
the artist,-i ts good climate, its uni que situation and 
physical malreup,-is so firmly entrenched as the summer Art 
Capitol of the United States. 
I 
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4. The Theater 
The "Littl e Theater 11 movement began on the Cape at 
Provincetm.m. in the summer of ll)l) viher e there was an 
unusually t alented group among the artists and v..rr iters. 
The conventions of t he stage in New York at that time had 
se emed to them imitative and stale. Susan Glaspell , her 
husband, George Cramm Cook, John Reed and Mary Heaton Vorse, 
Robert Edmond Jones, Hutchins Hapgood and later Max Eastman 
and I da Rauh were amongst those who combined their varied 
talents. Here they \ITote, acted and produced their own 
plays. 
The resul -cs v.Je r e so successful that they formed tne 
Province t m·m Players and used a fish house on .Hary Hea ton 
Vorse 1 s ·Hharf as their theatre. It was here at this t heatre 
the follov..ring summer that they produced the first l·rork of 
a young and unknown ·v;ri ter who had c ome to Provincetmm 
, .. lith his rejected plays. This \·la ~ the late Eugene 0 1 Neill, 
who became Amer ica's leading plaY'~i ght. His play 
-· 
"Bound East for Cardiff" made its initial showing on the 
old wharf ; this was a l andmark both for them and for him. 
Their purpose , · "To give American plaY\~ights a chance to 
work out their ideas in freedomu.l/ \vas born. By the fall 
of 1916 the Provincetovm Players had made such progress 
that t hey dared Ne1:1 York, vlhere in a theater of their mm on 
1/Provincetovm Chamber of Commerce, A §~de to Provincetovm, 
Hancock Press, Lexington, Mass., 1~53 , p • . 2~. 
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HcDougall Street, they \'J'Orked during the winter seasons 
until 192lt. 
In 1925 another organization, the \'lharf Players, ceme 
to the Cape-end, taldng over lvhere the earlier group 
had left off. Their theater, a reformed fish house and 
cod liver oil factory i11as at 83 Commercial Street, it boasted 
of a balcony, had a very remarkable curtain, and used a 
ship's bell to start t he show. Names well }~oim to 
American thea t er groups and goers appeared there every 
summer and its repertoire included plays ·widely variant 
in theme and merit. Summer theatre goers flocked to see 
the great performances of the Whar·f Players. 
Small theatres sprang up all over the country 
following the exe~ple of the Provinceto1~1 Players and 
Wharf Players. The first summer companies were part of 
this movement to encourage original work. They helped to 
train young actors, to encourage budding playviTights, and 
to keep alive public interest in the legitimate stage and 
spoken play. Hany of the best knmm. theatre people of 
the present owe their success to ProvincetOivn. 
The present Provinceto1-m Playhouse is one of the 
fei•J to continue that first tradition. The manager since 
194o have kept as closely as possible to the purpose and 
artistic independence of thos e f irst Provinceto-vm Players in 
==----:= - -=--= --=-
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this tiny theater on the l~st of t he old 1·1harves off 
picturesque Go snold Street. From July through Labor Day 
a company of twelve theatre profes sionals act, design 
and produce a sea s on of seven plays. An O'Neill play 
opens each sea son and the work of at least one new 
playv.TI'i ght is given a first production. 
As the actor and the artist have a place in Provincetovm, 
so has the "I.·ITi ter. Some very well knmm ones have lived 
or do live here, either during the summer or all year round, 
and much good work has come from their pens. Some of these 
include Sinclair Levris, Tennessee \'Jilliams, Jolm Dos Passos, 
John Steinbeck and Ernest Hemmingv·ray to name only a few. 
Ther e are others who are not as spectacular as their 
brothers of the mask or the brush, and their presence is 
apt to be overlooked but that suits most of them perfectly, 
and they find the quiet and isolation of the place ideal. for 
the creative 1.wrk they do. In time, pGrhops, more -vdll find 
that the Cape-end 1vith its vlide dunes and its great sea is 
a good place to search one's o~n soul. 
J 
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CHAPTER VI 
STRUGGLE OF THE SEA 
1. Storms and Shipwrecks 
Bent and braced against all the povTers of the Western 
Ocean a s is Cape Cod, it has to meet and fend many a 
staggering blovl vrhen the storms are up. lvlany, many tough 
encounters there have been, some of which are classical. 
In a heavy gale on February 22, 1802 , three Salem ships, 
t he Voluis, the Brutus, and the Ulysses, just cleared on 
East India voyages v.Jere lost, almost together on the back-
side vli th mo :::t of their cre1.vs. In the October Gale of 1841 
Provincetovm suffered a staggering blow. Seven of her 
vessels, either on t he Georges or en route, \;mre lost \vi th 
all hano. s, fifty-seven men and boys. All but one disappeared 
1vi thout a trace; the exception -vras the Pomona "~..rllich floated 
into Nauset Harbor bottom up 1'>li th three boys, the youngest 
but fourteen year s old, drmmed in her ca bin. A plain s tone 
shaft in the burying ground on the Hill of Churches 
commemorates those lost in the great gale. Rich has first-
hand accounts 'vri tten by t\~ro men "\vho vJe r e on v essels that 
weathered the blow, and these tell, better than can anything 
else, what 'l.vicked vmrk the storm made. 
In 1844, Pro'Yincetovm men vrere lost in a strange 
dis aster close to home. On October 1?, a beautiful day, the 
== -=-==--- -= 
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schooner Commerce, skippered by Sol Lombard and with a crew 
of nine men and boys, 1·ms seen anchored just off the 
Provincetmvn shore as was customary in good vleather. The 
next day, Monday, she \,ra s still there and as no "t-mrd had 
come from her crew, men "\vent off to investigate. They found 
the schooner perfectly secured but with her small boat 
missing . A general s earch finally located this boat, empty 
on the beach and \vi th a plank stove in her bilge. During 
the next three weeks the bodies of all her people came 
ashore, sc attered from Beach Point to Barnstable , a di stance 
of thirty miles . Ho-vr ten good. fishermen could all be lost 
from a small boat, in calm vJeather, on smooth ·Ha ter, and 
hardly a gun shot from shore has never been satisfactorily 
explained. 
On December 3, 1853, a sudden squall wr ecked twenty-one 
vessels in this vi~inity. 
the Mason and Sl idell Gale. 
The great storm of the '60s was 
In October, 1871, a .gale and 
tidal wave drove the ship Nina ashore with her bowsprit 
poked through the end of it . And so it vrent , right u p to 
the tropical hurricane of September 1938, which di d so 
much damage in New England generally , but left the Cape-end 
almost untouched. But there was one storm by which all 
storms in this locality and on this coast are still 
measured , the November or 11 PortlancP' Gale of 1898. 
~-=--=~=-=-=: 
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2. The Portland Gale 
The Portland Gale gave vrarning \vi th Northeast storm 
vJarnings being displayed before noon of November 26, 1898, 
but Provincetovm did not feel the real pm-.Jer of the \vind until 
ten O'clock that night, when there vra s a full gale \·lith 
spits of snow. By 4 A. M. of the t1venty-seventh a hurricane 
was blowing, the heaviest storm on this coast in generations. 
VJ'i -ch the vrind came cold, and snmv, and a very heavy sea. 
Provincetown suffered much. Many '\vharfs wer e damaged 
or destroyed, among the latter being the Central and the 
Union, tvm of the best and busiest. "VIJ"ater from the harbor 
vms over Commercial Str eet in several places. The harbor 
its elf wa s a scene of destruction. Fishermen and coasters 
-vrere piled up on t he beaches, sunk at their moorings, 
dismes ted; hardly any of the craft sheltering there v, hen 
t he storm struck escaped unscathed. The entire crew of 
one vesse l , five men, froze to death in the rigging of 
their standard craft, close to shore. The Life Savers 
from Wood End fough t a terrible battle that day in their 
rescue work , a s did a volunteer boat cr ew up at the west 
end of the harbor. Shipping all along the New England 
coast suffered as it has in no storm before or since. 
But the single catastrophe \·Jhich fixed this gale in 
maritime history was the loss of the steamer Portland. 
_---=-- -=-- =---= 
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The Portland vras a t wo hundred and ninety foot side-
wheeler with \vide guards, tvlO funne l s, and a beam engine. 
She left Boston on her regular r~n to her name-city about 
six o'clock Sat urday evening, the twenty-sixth. "After her 
loss her commander, Captain Blanchard, 'l.vas viciously 
criticised for having taken his shj_p to sea but, 1-1i th all 
due respect to the second guessers, it is likely that most 
skippers would, under the same conditions, have pulled out 
as he did. vfuether they would have kept going in the face 
of \·:hat he ran into when he left the harbor is another 
question. Perhaps, by t hen, he had no choice. His ship was 
seen "rolling very heavily,tr by two fishermen running in to 
Gloucester, and their masters wondered why she did not 
follow them to shelter. Perhaps she was out of control. 
Those big side-wheelers, bight out of water, vmre no bargain 
in a beam-sea such as she ·~:~as meeting . Perhap s her master '"as 
trying to get sea room and head her into it. No one ~'Till 
ever knmv. 11J/ It is not certain that she 1<1as ever seen again 
although one fishing craft is supposed to have ·caught a 
glimpse of her, near Pea.ked Hill Bars and vray off her course, 
the next morning. Ju st i.vhen or vrhere the Portland sank is a 
mystery. Not one of the one hundred and seventy-six persons 
on her came ashore alive. Three bodies 'l.·rere picked up 
Monday morning not far from High Head and in the next few 
1fMellen C. M. Hatch, op. cit., p. 56. 
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days about forty wer e found, scattered along the beaches 
toviards Chatham. Some vll'eckage too came ashore but her 
hull v.ras never located and most of her dead are proabably 
still with her. The . bes t evidence available indicates 
t hat she lies in de€p vmter, perhaps four or f ive miles 
northeast of Hi gh Head. Standing a t the Highland and 
looking north to seaward He see, no doubt, the \vaters over 
her and the grave of those who fou ght and died vri th her 
that terri ble November day. 
3. Loss of the S-it 
On the afternoon of Saturday , December 17, 1927, the 
U.S. N. Submarine S-L!- 1o1as heading in for Provincetmvn Harbor. 
She had just completed cer t ain t est runs and was submerged 
until, jus t off \·lood End , she came to the surface, her 
conning tovJer breaking v.rater r i ght under t he bo\.-rs of the 
Coast Guard destroyer Paulding. ~he inevitable collision 
holed the S-4, rolled her over, and she sank about eighteen 
hundred yards off shore, in one hundred and tvien ty feet 
of water. Of the forty odd men aboard the submarine none 
escaped eli ve; most mus t ha.ve died i mmedi ately . Si x of 
t he cr evr v!eTe shut up in the torpedo compartment , vTay 
f orvmrd , and lived . for three days, part of the time in 
'ieommunic a tion vli th tho se a t t empting rescue . ALl. the 
re sources of t he Navy could not suc cor these men, nor 
could their ship be r aised in the face of vlinter vTeather 
and rough water so, arter some of her dead had been 
taken out, she v.ras left to lie as she -v;as until spring. 
Then, arter diff icult sal vage opera tions, she was brought 
to the surface, t aken to Boston and then to the P'ortsmouth 
Navy Yard for reconditi oning. 
"During and after the fi ght to get the living men 
there "ras much of t he usual ill-informed and futile clamor 
from the public, critical of the means and methods being 
employed and of those using them. The cold facts, hovrever, 
indicate tha t , given all the then existing condition s, no 
rescue could have been effec t ed and that all was done that 
"',•Tas humanly possi ble. 111 Provincetown, f rom vlhose streets 
t he masts of the vessels Horking at the grave of the S-4 
could be seen, took the catastrophe much to heart and, 
when al l rope was gone, sorrowed as at a personal loss. On 
Christma s Eve the townspeople held a service at the end of 
Tovm 1/fharf, cast f l ovJers on the outgoing tide , and sang 
the old hymns, while a bugler, high on the great Pilgrim 
1'1onument, sounded "Taps'' for the boys lying dead in their 
steel coffin jus t across the harbor. Ten years later, in 
l<J37, a beautiful and fi tting memorial to those boys \vas 
dedica t ed in t he churchyard of St. Mary's of the Harbor. 
1JHerman A. Jennings, op. cit~, p. 33. 
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CHAPTER VII 
TOV!N INSTITUTIONS 
1. 'I'he Churches 
'l'he first church building in Provincetmvn vras erect~d, 
probably around 171'7, on nMeeting House Plain11 across 
Winthrop Street from, and south of the Old Cemetery. Shank 
Painter Pond, now much reduced in size, came close to the 
structure. Some years later a second and larger church 
was built on or near the same site and this in turn gave 
v:ay to the famous nold vlhi te Oak, 11 '\vhich was dedicated on 
February 20, 1774. The latter edifice, framed from the 
timber vrhich gave it its name, stood about v.rhere the 
Catholic rectory now is. "Judge J. H. Hopkins, ·writing in 
H370 says::- 'It is remembered, too, that the sea-c;s of the 
large square pews, hung upon hinges, were turned up during 
prayer and turned do1vn at its close; that it was the delight 
of the boys in the gal l eries, despite the menace of the 
tything-men armed '\.ri th long poles, to thrmv the seats 
down v.ri th a bang that startled the congrega t ion: an 
annoyance final l y ended by enforcing the vote of the tovm 
to nail dmm the seats.' (The tything-men were the monitors 
of churchly decorum. 'l'he long poles with "\·Thich they were 
provided had, in some co~~unities, a feather on one end and 
a '\•TOoden knob on the other. lf a feminine member of the 
I 
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congregation, overcome at the fourth turning of the sand-glass 
happened to .nod she v.ras gently aroused by the feathered end 
of the pole; if some man offended in the same 'ltlaY, he was 
sternly admonished with the lmob. )u11 The church society 
that built and occupied these meeting houses \ATas "orthodox," 
bringing the Calvinistic doctrine of the Pilgrims dovm 
through the years unchallenged, for al most tvro centuries, 
in the Cape communi ties. With · the arrival of l"lethodism came 
schism and in 1()30 the uold White Oak11 closed its doors 
and the parish it had served went out of active existence. 
In 1()4-j, it uas torn down and a ne~ edifice, for a new 
society, \·Tas framed from the old timbers. This strt1cture, 
still standing vras the Congregational HChurch of the Pilgrims 11 
on Commercial Street, west of Town Hall. 
About the turn of the century Methodism came to the 
Cape offering a direct challenge to the so-called orthodox 
church, really the Church of the State since the Pilgrims. 
No dissension is more bitter than is one based on religious 
differences and this was no exception. The firs t Methodist 
service in Provincetown was held in 1793. One William 
Humbert came ashore from a vessel, v.rind- bound in the harbor, 
a.nd preached a sermon in t he house of Samuel Ryder, then 
standing near what is nov.r the corner of Gosnold and 
Commercial Streets. This, and the interest aroused, did 
1JFrederick Freeman, op. cit., p. 33. 
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not "setH -v;ell with the tO\m fathers and, under date of 
August 3, l'/<.1? the records show that "At a meeting of the 
inhabitants of Provincetovm warned and assembled, it wa s 
voted that t her e shall not be a l1ethodes meetin-house bilt 
in this town. ~•l/ Notwithstanding this definite prohibition 
t he members of the n evr society procured a schooner-load of 
lumber in Maine and shi pped it to Provincetown for the 
building of t heir church. Unl oaded on the beach, it vras 
seized by certain of the Orthodox brethxen, taken to High 
Pole Hill, and there burned on a great bonfire along vri th 
the tarred and feathered effigy of the presiding elder, Jesse 
Lee. In spite of this r ather broad hint, the Methodists 
obtained another load of lumber and ·Hith armed men standing 
guard, built their meeting-house, located it just north of 
the site of the present Universalist Church. 
Their difficulties vlith their more conservative neighbors 
did not end, however, vnth the construction of this place of 
worship. A competent authority says::- 11 Persecution continued 
for thirty years, so that it was far from being safe, .not to 
say respectable, to be a Methodist. Men piled up fish head s 
on the shore for boys to thrmv at Hethodists as they vrent to 
church. Harry a vroman crawled on her hands and knee s under 
the fish flakes in order to avoid the insults sur e to be heaped 
upon her. So grea t v1ere these abuses that at one time thirty 
------------------
1f1'1ellen c. M. Hatch, on. cit., P~ 30. 
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or forty members of the early church removed in a company 
to the State of Maine, '"here they might live in peace and 
worship God according to the dictates of their own 
conscienc es.n1/ Strangely reminiscent of the reasons that 
drove t he Pilgrims across the Atlantic in 1620. 
There are two Hethodist societies in Provincetmm noH. 
The Center , direct descendant of t he original organization, 
meets in an edifice built in 1860-61, the fourth in t he local 
history of the church. Its spir e is one hundred and sixty-
t"t-TO feet high and the building is a good example of church 
I 
11 structures of that period. In 1847, some of the prominent 
members of the first society wi thdre1.v from that body and 
establi shed a second church, nearer the west end of to1m, 
for the acco~modation of residents of that section. Their 
first meeting-house -vras a small chapel, purchased from the 
Universal ists. In 1866, they dedicated a nm·r church building, 
a fine structure located at the corner of Commercial and 
Winthrop Streets and vri th a spire one foot higher than t hat 
of the Center Church. This, the Centenary stood unti-l 
1903 when lightning struck the very pir~nacle of the spire, 
the resblting blaze being well out of the reach of the 
firemen. Before any h e2d could be made against it, the fire 
-vmrked do~m. into the body of' the church and final and 
complete destruction ensued. The nevr Centenary Chapel 
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\>las built on the same site and dediceted in 1909. This site 
now is the home of the ne\-J First National Bank "':Jhich vms 
built in 1951. 
The Universalists had a society in Provincetmm in 
1829, perhaps earlier, and their first meetinghouse was 
the chapel they later sold to the Hethodists. In 1847 they 
built their present Church of the Redeemer, a fine colonial 
type, '\vith frescos by Carl G. \'Jendte a nd a "Christopher 
vJren" spire, although Wren died in 1723. The Christian 
Sci en ti sts have a chapel in Provincetmm no1.v. The 
Episcopalian St. Hary's of the Harbor with its garden 
and the memorial to the men of the S-4, is perhaps the most 
interesting and artistic church e difice nmv in tmm. 
The first records of a Catholic parish in P'rovincetovm 
sho'l>T that on August 26, 1852 the Reverend Joseph Finotti 
arrived after being assigned by the Bishop of Boston to give 
a mission to the Catholics in Provincetmm. 
The first Catholic parish.. ~rervice wa.s held at Adams Hail 
on December 27, 1871. Three ye ars later on October 14, 1874, 
St. Peter 1 s Catho·lic Church wa s dedicated by the Right 
Reverend Thomas Hendrian, Bishop of Providenc:!e. The church 
grew with the Portugest popula tion until today it is the 
center of the winter communi ties life, and nm.·l boasts o1· 
the tmm''s largest congregation. 
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2. The Highland 
The bac k-side of Cape Cod has be en called the 
"Graveyard of Ships 11 and i.~rell has it merited the title. 
"The very first record 1ve have of the Cape was because a 
Norseman went ashore there. And all through the days of 
sail it was a deadly coast, a lee-shore for many miles, 
"With shifting shoals and bars, and \..rithout a harbor.".l/ 
The bones of hundreds oi" ships lie buried in .its sands and, 
mingled vri th them, a.re the bones of many men of their 
crews who went to destruction with their ves els. Even 
novl not a year passes that vessels do not die there, for 
even in these days of power driven ships these are not 
waters to be taken lightly by the mariner. Only la st year 
a foreign freighter on her vmy to Nev1 York '\<Tas tossed 
aground by the severe vlinds and the efforts of the 
rescuers \vas almost thought to be fruitless, but vri th 
several more attempts the .frei ghter was refloated. 
In colonial days there \vere no \varning beacons anyv;here 
along the Cape. It vms e arly realized that lighthou ses would 
do much to reduce the continual losses in men and tonnage, 
but it wa s not until 1797 that the Government purchased ten 
acres of land in North Truro for a lighthous e site. Here 
the original Highland Light (the off icial name is Cape Cod 
Light) was built in 1798 substant ially \-.rhere the present 
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tower stands. It '\vas of course oil burning and of pitiful 
pm·Jer compared -c,.Ji th the great beam of the present light, 
but it was a godsend to ships at sea. 
The pre sent tower· vras completed, ready for service in 
1857. Its lantern is about 185 feet above the sea and its 
direct beam can be seen for tvl8nty miles '\.rhile reflections 
of it, given thr giht atmospher ic conditions, have been 
visivle much further than tha t . It v.ras originally a fixed 
vlhi te light using oil lamps and with the south'\vest or 
land section blank. In 1901 new equipment vJ'as installed 
in the lantern and wa s first lighted on t he night of 
October 10 of tha t year. This date marks the change from 
a fixed light to the flashing type; oil lamps were still used, 
\·lith a candle povrer of H52,000 a s against the 9,000 cp. rating 
of the fixed light. In 1~32 electricity replaced oil as the 
i l luminant and now a single 1,000 watt lamp gives to the 
Light a nominal candle povrer rating of more than 4,0uu,ouo, 
exceeded by but thre e other lighthouses in the United Stat:es, 
the tremendous ~,ooo,ooo cp. beam at Navesink, New Jersey 
being the only one that is much larger. It is nearly tvdce 
as po1·Terful as the light on the Farralones, the off-shore 
marker for San Francisco shipJ.l i ;ng, ana 'the largest on the 
Pacific Coast. The Light at Highland is a revolving one, '\vi th 
four radii, and flashes a beam to all points of the compass 
every five seconds. 
1/Ibid., Ir•· 4-9. 
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Visitors are -vrelcome to the tower during most of the 
dayli ght hours in summer but a night trip to the Highland is 
something t hat fe1.-1 make and all should Such a trip, even i.f 
one cannot enter the tower or the reservetion, is a thrilling 
and uni que experience. The gem-·like sparkle of the 
revolving lens and the majestic sweep of the great beams over 
one's heaa makes a spectacle to be neither duplicated 
nor forgotten. Since the 1:rar , hm,rever, the lighthouse 
keeper has had to put restrictions on visitors inside o.f 
the to\•rer because of security regulations. 
"The cottage (on the ri ght of the road just before one 
reaches the parking space) which bear s the name "Coleraine 11 is 
an ancient mar iner that has "Swallowed the Anchor" and come 
ashore for good. It be gan life as the deck house of a coal 
barge Emd in 1915, endured ship'l.·Treck on the beach near the 
Light. Salvaged, it was skidded up the cliffs and set up 
\vhe r e it no'"' is, with steering vJheel, life ring, and dinghy 
complete." 1.1 
On the reservation are the great fog trumpets, the 
radio station, the radio beacon and the radio compass s t a t ion. 
To the ri ght of this is a s quat stone tower \<Thich has 
intrigued many observers, made of granite, heavily built and 
\vi th a crenelated top. Ivlany \vho see it here have seen it 
before but do not recognize it now. It is one of the four 
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9orner tovrers that once adorned the old Fitchburg Railroad 
Station on Causeway Street in Boston. ~1en this structure 
vras torn do'\m some years ago, a tower was purchased , 
carried stone by stone to Cape Cod, and set up '\.Jhere it 
now stands and v.rhere it probably will stand until the sea 
can undermine and a bolish its hill. 
11 But all . thes e ''things to see n fade into insignificance 
before the sea view from the edge of the one hundred and 
forty foot cliff. Due east (the Light is located at 42° 20' 
22" north latitude and 70° 30' 40'1 \·rest longitude). and three 
thousand miles away is the first land, the Iberian Penninsular 
just about at the northern bounday bet'\veen Sapain and Portugal 
Still further east, on about the same parallel of latitude, 
are Rome, Constantinople, Peking, and Vladivostok.nl These 
places beyond the far horizons are for the mind's eye; the 
physical eye has directly before it a seascape vlithout peer. 
3. The''Front Street" 
Up to the 1830's Provincetov.m was unique in having no 
main longitudinal street. The houses 1vere grouped al ong tne 
harbor shore facing the water, and on numerous cross 
streets running from the hilly back-country to the landing. 
The beach was the highv.ray and had been since the tm·m began. 
One or tw·o old houses still stand looking off across the 
harbor, just as they stood when in 1~35 the people decided, 
.JJHerman A. Jenn.ings, on. cit., p. 37. 
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after heated debate, to build a street through the village 
as a continuation of the county road from up-cape. This is 
now Commercial or, as the older inhabitants ca~led it, 
Front Strret. The streets vrere merely roads through loose 
' 
sand . Some sketches of the time show people cut off at 
the ankles , the idea being that their feet were buried out 
of sight as they walked. The building of the town street 
c aused much controversy among t he inhabitants and, in 1838 , 
a plank sidewalk as vlell. trA:fter much argument this v1as 
cone, but it is said that some of those who protested against 
it never set goot on the planks. They preferred to plow 
though loose s and rather than acknowledge the sidevmlk \'-las 
of any use • 1111 
4. The Schools 
In the records of the General Court for lo71 appears 
a provision that as 11 'I'he Providence of God hath made Cape 
Cod convenient to us for fishing with seines--all such 
profit as may and shall accrue to the Colony from fishing 
itlth nets or seines, for bass, mac kerel, or herring , to be 
improved for and towar ds a free school, in some town of this 
jurisdiction for the training up of youth in literature, 
2; for the good and benefit of posterity."- Thus fish from 
1/ Nancy W., Paine Smith, op. cit., p. 91. 
y Ibid., P• 39. 
I 
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Truro and Provincetown \vaters had pa rt in the initiation of 
the free- school system of America, although just hovr 
important a contribution this -vras or vlhere or ho\v it \·:as 
used, \o.Te do not. lmm'l. 
"Neither can we say vJhen or vJhere schools vrere first 
es t ablisl'led in the Cape-end tm·m.s. 'I'he earliest reference 
to them that vre find is dated :Harch 21, 1'/l? in which the 
Selectmen of Truro and the minister are designated 
as a commit t ee to "procure a suitable pe r son to conduct a 
school ... l Nothing vras done that year but in 1'716 the town 
of Truro engaged Samule Spear, a young Harvard graduate, 
as schoolmaster, the salary specified being 40 pound s 
per year c-nd board himself. At Provincetovm it is probable 
that the f'irs-c recorded teacher, one Samuel \'linter, began 
, his labors at a bout the same time. Very likely there vJere 
I 
no regular schoolhouses in either t ovm then. The se s sions 
may have been held in the meetinghouses, at the schoolmas ter's 
home, or a t any other available place. But schools of sorts 1l 
both villages had, very early in their existence. In 
Provincetovm vmen King Hiram 1 s Lodge , A.F. & A. H., was 
instituted in 1'71)6 (its Charter was signed by Paul Revere) 
t he lovrer story of its Hall was divided into h.ro regular 
schoolrooms, very possibly the first in the place. 
1/Frederick Freeman, op. cit., p. 630. 
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Public educ a tion in the Cape-end tovms followed 
comrnercial grovrth, as is usually t h e case. In H~2~ 
Provincetm·m vras divided into six school distr i cts and a 
schoolhouse was built in eacn. Th ese ungraded schools 
served the youth of the tovm until 1~4-lt, 1.-1hen tnree nevl 
buildings 11 ere erected . Each of t h ese \vas arranged for 
primary, intermediate,. and grammar grades. In 1~4)1 under 
a State lm·T a hig11 school \vas provided and its sessions were 
first held in the v e stry of one of the churches. Later it 
had rooms in the old Tovm Hall and t11en vri th the destruction 
of that building in l~T!, it removed to the ChurcJ:t:, of the 
Pilgrims. A regular grammar and high school building vras 
opened in 11::380 and remained in use until destroyed by fire, 
1-1hen the present high school 'l:vas erected on the same site. 
This was dedicated in 1931. At one time t here vTas a \·Tinter 
school especially for boys vlho Here at I·TOrk during the 
fishing season and \vere too old to fit in vii th the regular 
grade-school pupils. 
As in many NevJ England tovms of the period there was 
for some y ears a Seminary. Ther e was considerable private 
tutoring, a child's chool much like a kindergarten, and 
dancing , singing, and viTiting schools. Classes in 
navigation vJer e held each vr.i.nter. At present there are 
three elementary school districts, but these are soon to 
I 
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abolished. There is now u.nder construction a nevr and .modern 
central elementary school vlhich is to be open ed in 
September of this year. 
5. The Long Point Settlement 
In 1818 t h e fir s t building vmsput up on Long Point 
and in the next thir.ty years a good-sized settlement gre'\v 
there. In 184-b a schoolhous e 1·ra s built to accommodate 
the c h ildren among t he more than two hundred residents. 
Previous to this, school had been held in the lighthouse, 
erected in 1826. The people lived principally by fishing, 
using svreep seines from shore for shad, mackerel and bass, 
and dories for tal:dn g codfish. At one time there vrer e-
several sets of salt works there, served by six windmills. 
Ther e i:ras no fresh wat:eT on the Point , and plank or cement 
cisterns v.rere laid for rai n \·ra ter storage although, in times 
of protracted drought, potable "Yra ter had to be brought from 
the mainland. 
About 1850, several families moved mvay and the exodus 
continued until by 1860 only tv.ro or three buildings remained. 
Hany of t he dwellings \·Jere carried bodily across the harbor 
to Provincetovm , bej_ng floated over on scows complete \•lith 
a fire in, ana the f amily cat under the kitchen s tove. Some 
of these sea-going houses ar e still to be found in t01m, most 
of t h em at the west end. The schoolhouse , however, about the 
I' 
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1·ast to be brought over vm.s situated about three or four 
doors ea s t of Railroad \fuarf. 
"During t he Civil Vlar two batteries v;ere erected on 
Long Point. These abandoned harbor defenses vrere lmovm by 
an older generation as Forts us eless and ridiculous.ul/ 
They are nmv grass-grm~m heaps of s and long forgotten by 
members of t he community. 
6. Race Point and the Lights 
As on Long Point, a fishing set t lement grew up at 
Race Poin t. In 1853 it was of sufficient size to be made 
into a s epara t e school district. In 1839 a br idge wa s built 
across Race Run at Hatch's Har bor to facilitate travel to 
and from toim. Bridge and set t lement have long been gone 
and there is nmv a dyke across the Run to keep t he ocean 
f r om slicing off t he t ip of t he Cape entirely . " Old map s~ 
which shovJ cond itions of sixty ye ar s ago, indicate t his 
danger very cl earl y. At t he Herring Cove there was another 
settlement, pretty casual in character, and known locally 
as "Hell Tovrn. This has long been e:x:tinct. "Y 
A li ghthouse was built at Race Point in 1816 and rebuilt 
in 1875. It i s 30 fe et high, rated at 37,000 candle po"Yrer 
and sho\·rs a vJhite flash of 1.3 seconds' duration every 15 
seconds. The Long Point Light was put up in 1826 and 
1/I-bid., p. 663. 
gjibid., p-. 651 •. 
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rebuilt in H:l75, it is 34 feet high, a fixed 1.-vhi te light of 
2, 900 candle power. ·wood End, the third li ghthouse on 
this short strip of coast vms built in 1872; 34 feet high, 
it rates at 11,000 candle povrer and flashes one second 
red, four times a minutes. 
7. l'he vlharve s 
Provincetmm built its first vrharf about 1830, the 
sponsors having to combat a good de e l of adverse criticism. 
Experi ence soon prov.ed the value of such structures, 
however, and a map of 1880 shows forty-four of them, large 
end smell. FevT nmv remain and it is not probable that the 
future -vrill see nevr ones constructed. In the old days many 
of the vlharves were the scenes of much activity. For 
ins tance on Central Wharf, extending into the harbor in 
line vli th Central Street, there 1-,ras a ship rail"~.<iC.Y on 
vrhich vesse l s vrere hauled out of the Hater for repairs; 
two storehouses, a pack ing shed, e sail loft, a paint shop, 
a blacksmith shop, and a general store. Some were pretty 
well covered vri th fish flakes. Whalers, fishermen, and 
coasters tied up at them. But such craft sail no more and 
wil~ never sail again, and the wharves that ser ved them 
have also gone. The two remaining wharves are Railroad 
'lrlharf nm'-l lmow as the Tm-m Pier and Nonument Dock ·uhich 
\vas the old Scarloff's Wharf. In addition to these tvm 
main ones, there is a privatel y ovmed one called Hacara's 
\IJharf. 
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8. Beach Point 
Up to the middle of the nineteenth century East Harbor 
was still a part of the main harbor and boat s went into it 
throu gh a run at Beach Point, sometimes t yping up for the 
v.rinter at the Sal t Headovl or Hoon Pond lvleadow (novr lmm·m 
as East Harbor). The hi ghway up-cape follo·wed the old route 
betwe en East Harbor and the sea. In 1854 a bridge v1as 
built acro s s the run, in the genera~ vi cinity of the present 
town line, and a road vras laid out along the be CJ ch. In 1856 
this bridge Has taken out by ga~e-driven ice. The next 
year a second bridge was erected. This one stood , and 
vehicular traffic abandoned t he old King's Highway. 
During these mi d-years of the century, the Old Colony 
Railroad v.ra s \·!Or king dmm-cape and on July 22, 1873 ran the 
first train into Provincetmm. In order to get t he rails 
into tm~rn a dyke 1.-ra s built across the run at East Harbor, 
impounding it, and r esulting in the gradual freshening of 
the -v;ater and metamorphosis into the so-called Pilgrim Lake 
of today wher e sometimes boys s kate and ice is cut. There 
'"ere t~:ro dangerous grade crossings just as t he tracks entered 1 
t he to~~. To elimina te these the railroad and the shore I 
of t he harbor, t hus establishing vehicular traffic routing II 
~ubstantially as it is today. 
The beach along this stretch of road has given a good 
de al of trouble from erosion, caused by tidal and wind a tion, 
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and several stone jetties have been buil "t -c o llro-cect it , 
wl -ch good resul ts. There seems to be little danger that 
t he high"'1Tay \.rill ever be invaded by the harbor. Today 
Beach Point is the center of' the thriving motel business in 
Provincetovm (although actually being a part of North Truro). 
From North Truro to the east end of Provincetmv:n t he beach 
is lined vli th all types and sizes of motels and cabins. 
9. The Tovm Halls 
11 The old Town Hall on High Pole or Town Hill via s a 
conspicuous landmark since it could be seen from a vessel's 
deck half v.ray to Boston Li ght • .,.1/ It \vas built in 1854 and 
its upper rooms -vrere used by t he local high school. On 
February 16, 1877 it was destroyed in a spectacular fire; 
one vli t h which the fi re department vias utterly una ble to 
cope. The r e had been some di ssatisfaction among the 
to~tmspeople over the old site. "High Pole Hill is a sightly 
place but in ;.,rint er or in storm it d oe s not invite the foot 
passenger, and t he old Hall had been used but little in t h e 
business of t he tovm.."Y ·when a n ew Town Hall \vas built, 
t here f or e, it was placed in a readily accessible location 
II 
t near the cent er of t mv:n at the corner of Commercial and 
Ryder Streets. This, the present structure, was dedicated on ll 
August 2 5 , 1886. Here are the tovm offices and the local 
1/Herman A. Jennings, op. cit., p. 103. 
,VIbid_., p. 104. 
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cour t of lm-r; here tm-r.n meetings are held; its large 
auditorium, seating one thous and persons, is the scene of 
entertainments and of the colorf ul Artist's and Beachcomber's 
Balls; here are police headquarters and the town jail. 
10. Packets and Steamers 
The Provincetown people, until the coming of the railroad 
used the sea to carry its passengers and breight between 
the Cape-end and Boston. The trip on one hundred and twenty-· 
five miles by horse-dr e~m vehicles over the existing roads 
\vas anything but inviting; and "~:later travel -vras natural to 
a sea-faring popula t ion. Packet-boat service was now early 
established after the War of 1812. 
The first of the Provincetown packets appears to have 
been the sloop Truth wl1ich began running in 1820. Sign als 
\vere displayed on the highest hill to announce the arrival 
or intended departure of the craft. In 18~7 the schooner 
Northern Li ght was making three trips a week except for 
the '1,-.rinter months. A steamer, the Express, ran bet\.,reen 
Provincetown and Boston via Plymouth, in 1 842. Fol lo\dng 
her in 1 849 c ame t he Caushon and then the Acorn. From 1863 
to 1874 t he steamer George Shattuck made regular trips. In 
1883 the Longfellow came on the line and remained until 1898 
to be then succeeded by the New Brunswick, the Cape Cod, and 
in 1907 by the Dorothy Bradford. 
-=~--
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Of late years the Steel Pier and now more recently 
the Boston Belle has carried on the 1,rork having as a 
competitor for the Steel Pier one y ear the Romance -vrhich 
\vas sunk in a collision in Boston Harbor in 1936 and then 
the nex t year the Governor Cobb. The Steel Pier has been 
condemned and now the Boston Belle has the sole francias. 
The Boston steamer make s about one hundred round trips per 
season, carrying large crowds and affording a very pleasant 
sea voyage to those that travel on her. She makes the run 
each Hay in about four hours. 
11. The Fire Department 
The Provinceto-wr1 fire department dates officially from 
1836. On March 7 of that ye ar, a tovn1 meeting voted to buy 
an engine. On the basis of this authority the Hunneman Works 
in Boston built the hand-tub rrvlashington, II now retired 
after forty years service to the bas ement of the Tmm. Hall, 
her "lrfheels have unusually vJide fellies and tires for easier 
travel on the sandy stree t s of the to·vm . On November 14 
of the same year the to~m bought thirty second-hand leather 
fire buckets <;~nd in lb50 another engine l•ras acquired, the 
"Tiger No. 5. 11 In 18?9 the Board of Engineers "t·ias formed 
vlith E. G. Loring as Chief and the same year a ladder truck 
was added to the equipment. In lb67 $11,000 vms voted 
for the purchase of a steam fire engine but this authority 
==~ -----=-= 
'\·laS rescinded and it was not until lt589 that a n steamern 
became part of the Provincetovm fire apparatus. It was 
named 11 J. D. Hilliard, 11 in honor of the then Chief and is 
now no longer in use. A chemical engine was bought at 
the same time. 
Today the list of a.pparatus includes the modern 
pumper truc ks, double tank chemicals, ladder trucks and hose 
trucks. Of course still in use are the older apparatus '\•Jhich 
are used for a reserve precaution. "The Department is good; 
it has to be. Provincetovm is built of wood; it is three 
miles long; it is pretty 1.ve l l isolated from outside 
assistance; and t here is plenty o1· vlind the year round. A 
fire here, out of control, could be disastrous but such fires 
as do occur, do not get out of control. The Department 
sees to that. 1111 
The Department is maned entirely by volunteers but is 
probably more efficient and faster than any town of 
comparable size. 
Last summer the Department organized a rescue s quad, 
under the guidance of' the Red Cross, vlhich already has been 
responsible for the saving of four men from dro-vming. 
12. The Public Library 
The first movement for a Public Library in Provincetovm 
"YTas made in lt563; when t he local division of the Sons of 
Yibid.' P•· ?2. 
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Temperance donated three hundred dollars as nucleus of a 
fund for t l1e purchase of books. Sums vl8re from time to 
time added to this , and in 1073 the present building at 
330 Commercial Street '\<las erected by Na than Freeman and 
given to the tm-m for the state purpose. At that time nearly 
thirty-five hundred dollars was available for stocking 
t he shelves and this amount placed more than twenty-ti-m 
hundred volumes in the bui l ding on the day it was opened to 
t he public, June 13, l b74. Since then the Public Library 
has occupied a high place in tne cultural life, of the t own 
and the Library Associa~ion, formed some years ago to 
assist the re ading public to a better knmHedge of good 
litera ture , has done exc ellent work. It now boasts of 
nearly ten thousand volumes. 
13~ The Pilgrim Monument 
William Dean Ho~oreJ.ls vrrote: uonce you have seen the 
1-'langia, all other tovrers , obelisks c.nd columns are tame and 
vulgar and earth-bound; that seems to quit the group, to be 
not a nomument but a fli ght. 11 He was speaking of t he Torre 
del Mangia in Siena, Italy, the prototype of t he Pilgrim 
Monument in Province t mm.. People sometimes wonder vrhy an 
Italian t ov.1er· on a Cape Cod sand hill in commemoration of· 
a band of English settler s. But, in the la s t analysis 
'tJhy not-( Neither Engl and nor Holland, temporary refuge of 
6o 
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t he Pilgrims, has monumental architecture of a sort suitable 
for a great shaf t; certain~y the purely Egyptian obelisks 
at \t·lashington and a-c Bunker Hi l l are not more fitting. 
Impressiveness and beauty the Hangia has. 11 l/ Those 
inherent char acteristics ar e not lo st by transplanting and 
t he Provinceto11111 Nonument has them to tne full. It is not 
probable that a better or more suitabl e desi gn could have 
be en found. 
The f irst agitation for a permanent Provinceto~m 
memorial to t he Pilgrims seems to have been in 1~?2, but it 
'lri~s not until June, 11_106 that President Theodore Roosevelt 
signed an Act i.vhich made t he erect ion of a nomument certain. 
The site oi· Tmvn Hill was conveyed by the tmm to . the 
building commit t ee and, on August 20, 1907 t he corner stone 
vras laid. Impressive ceremonies were conaucted by the 
Grand Lodge of Hasons of Massachusetts. The President , the 
Governor of the Comrnonviealth, and many other notables vlere 
present and i.varships filled the harbor. \1/ork on the 
actual constr uction of t ne tov1er began on June 18, 1908 and 
t he stonevTork -vra s finished on Augus -c 7, 1 909 . The 
monument was completed in every detail in June, 1910 and 
was dedicated on August 5, anniversary of the day the 
Pilgrims sailed from Southampton. President Taft, Governor 
Draper, and Presiden t Eliot of Harvaltl vrere among those 
1/Ibid., p. 111. 
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taking prominent part in the exercises. 
HThe lvlonument is 2 52 feet 7t inche s in height above the 
foundat ion (the Nang ia is 334 feet tall), and its top is 
about 350 feet above the sea. The foundation is 13 feet 
t hick and 60 fe et square at the bottom. The outside of the 
shaft is 27 feet square at the first narrowing and it is 
17 feet square inside all the \vay up. The arched windovls 
in the belfry ar e 29 feet 10 inches high and 7 feet \vide ."1 
It is constructed , in the very best ma!l..ner, of gr ani te 
quarried a c Stonington, Maine. One hundred and thirty-three 
memorial stones are built into its walls so that their 
inscriptions may be read by t hose ascending . The us e of ramps 
instead of stairs is uni que; but one other like structure, 
the Campanile San Marco in Venice, is so arranged. The total 
cost of the Monument \!J'as just over $91 ,000, exclusive oi' 
t he site \vhich vms given by the town. Of the money $40 , 000 
was contributed by the Federal Government, $2),000 by the 
CommonvJe al th, and the balance from many and various persons 
and sources. The bronze tablet over the south door recites, 
in an inscription 1·rri tten by President I liot, the 11 raison 
d • etre11 for the 1-ionument. 
"Firmly ingrained in t he minds of mo st Americans is the 
belief that t he Pilgrims first stepped on our soil via 
1/Frederick Freeman, o~. cit~, p. 671. 
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Plymouth Rock, and ProvincetoWll their true first lru~ding 
place, is generally ignored. It is not clear vfl1y this is 
so. Hourt 1 s Relation (1622 )' and Bradford 1 s History .Qf 
Plymouth Plantation agree that the Mayflower came to anchor 
in Cape Cod Harbor on November 11, 1620 (O.S.}; that she 
lay there for more than a month while three "discoveriesn 
irmre made, cmd that she finally arrived at the place of· 
final settlement, Plymouth, on Decen1ber 16. There seems to 
be no argument about these da tes; there ar e five weeks 
between the two. I f the Relation and the History -are dis-
counted, what vms the Mayflower doing those five vleeks? 
Sailing around in l'1assachusetts Bay, looking at the 
scenery? Hardly, in the first months of a New England 
v-Iinter and after a long , hard voyage. The Government of 
the United States and the Commonv.real th of Massachusetts 
have, by their contributions to the building of the 
Monument and by the words of their Chief Executives, 
formal ly set the seals of their approval on the Provincetm•m 
Landing . I.t -vmuld certainly seem that any further 
discussion of the matter is useless. 111/ 
14. The Tovm Crier 
The town crier of other da.ys was the news disseminator 
of the smaller Ne·w England communi ti es . He filled the 
present places of the newspaper, the telephone, and the radio. 
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If men 1.\rere needed in a hurry, if a tovm meeting vias called, 
if someone vTas to h2ve a vendue, if England had declared 
war on some body, if Smith's General Store had just received 
a nevi sup~'lY of bustles or soldering irons or nevl candy; if-
anything e l se, he cried the tovm and told people about it. 
Provincetovm has a crier now, the latest of a long line 
of leather-lunged Stent ors. In his Pilgrim clothes, he is up-
along or dovm-along every su~ner day, stopping at strategic 
points to clang his big brass bell and to impart to the 
citizenry such news of import as thbse that may have been 
intrusted to him. 
15. The Dunes 
The dunes are beautiful but, uncontroll ed, could be 
deadly to Provinceto1vn and its harbor. Great, high piled 
masse s of s and such as these are ever in flux and, \,·lith the 
prevailing winds tha t blm·r at the Cape-tip would unless tied 
dovm, threaten to roll right over the town into the bay. 
But tied do'"~ they are by the beach grass, by the scrub 
pines, by every living thing that grows on them. Some of 
t his vegetable anchora :e is of natural grQi.·.rth, some of it 
has been scientifically planned and planted, but all of it is 
fi ghting the battle to hold the end of Cape Cod together in 
one piece and in one place. Hovl valiantly trees ca.'rl. fight 
everyone lmovis who has followed them up to the timber-line 
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on a great mountain. And here, at s ea level t hey dig in 
just as bravely. But the dunes ar e beautiful. Some are 
battl emented ; some are beautiful in miniature; some show 
curves a s lovely as a gull 's viing or a vlind-filled sail. 
= 
"Plenty of color they have, plenty of shade and shad01 . ..r , 
plenty of" charm, but that cha.rm is elusive and subtle. A 
single fast drive through then may be a disappointment; a 
month's l i ving in or near them may be a s oul--lifting 
experience. nY These yellm.; mounds vri th their multi-colored 
carpet of low verdure and with the blue sea beyond make 
pictures that one does not soon for get. 
1/Mellen c. M. Hatch , op, cit., p. 50. 
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CHAPTER VII 
PROVINCE10WN TODAY 
1. Summer Trade 
-=---=--
Today the greatest source of income for Provincetmvn is 
the summer trade. The town is a mecca for the sumrner 
traveler and vacationer. The Chamber of Commerce reports 
that in 1953 the tota.l income from summer business was greater 
t han any other year in their history. This comes from 
every conceivable source. Almost every home in Provincetovm 
becomes a gues t house, besides the hote.ls and motels of 
vlhich t l:tere are countless numbers. The tovm boasts of 
many excellent and in some cases unique restaurants·. 
Eacuh uses its ovm particular atmosphere from that of the. 
sea and the fishermen such as you find at the Flagship and 
Fisherman's Cove, to the exotic continental atmosphere 
of Pablo's. 
The tovm abounds vli th night life. Here you have 
the Provinceto~~ Summer stock Company, and any and all 
types of nightc l ubs. You can go from the inferior, with its 
"honky tonk 11 type to t he superior ·v1i th its gay, colorful 
and unusual type. 
TvlO of the outstanding events of the season are the 
Artist's Ball and the Beachcomber's Ball. Thes e are 
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elaborate costume balls and summer visitors from all over 
the Cape flock to t hem. Artists and models and ordinary 
mortals join in the rambunctious mummery, and since the 
prizes for the various types of costumes are valuable 
original paintings, the competition for the awards is keen. 
Some of the costumes are very elaborate and beauti f ul in 
de s i gn. Ther e are also other summer events during the 
summer; they are the Fireman's Ball and the Policeman's Ball 
although they are not quite as well knm,n as the other 
t"~:lO they are very colorful. 
Undoubtedly the most spectacular event of t he season 
is the blessing of the fleet on the last Sunday in June. 
This is an old Portugese custom brought over from the old 
country which encases three days of festivities. The day 
before t he blessing is spent in decorating the boats and 
the town in their usual colorful attire. On the following 
day the Bishop of the Roman Catholic Diocese of Fall River, 
fr om a spot on the end of Tovm ~fuarf, blesses each boat as 
it passes in review. That night the Fisherman's Ball is 
held plus numerous other dances throughout the tovm, vri th 
a block dancing ri ght in the heart of tov-m. The next day 
brings about a continuing of festivities including, races 
bet·ween the crevrs of the different boats, parades and banquets. 
After this the summer season begins in full swing. 
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During the day the summer visitor can brouse through 
the many s mall , quaint shops to be found all over town. If 
his taste runs to-vrard f ishing he can go on any number of 
fishing exc ursions vrhich leave Town \'lharf at all hours. Or 
even he can jus t loitter for hours around the wh arf watching 
t he daily activity of the fishing fleet as it unloads i t s 
catch, and makes ready for another trip. 
For those not acquain t ed vli th the to"W!l, the Provinceto·wn 
Bus Line, Inc. runs sightseeing and lecture tours every 
half hour from the center of tovm. These are conducted by 
Bill Pai ge, who perhaps lmovJ"S more of the to\vns lore and 
history t han anyone else in the tmvn. 
Rare is the summer visitor who does not avail himself 
to the miles of long, white sandy beaches of the town. There 
are no finer beaches on the East coast than can be found at 
the Ca:pe •s 1'ip . 
The future, for the moment at least, looks bright for 
Provincetmms 1 summer business. The state is in t he process 
of completing a four lane high\vay to the tovm co~'1ecting vTi th 
the Mid-Cape High1vay. This vlill eliminate t he '.vell lmmvn 
narrovr, tvlisting Cape roads, and cut traveling time greatly. 
There: . are also proposed plans for connecting the Cape 
high"<ovay with a super-highvray from Nei•J York City through the 
lovrer Ne-..·1 Engl and State to the Cape. These networks of 
- - - -=-=-=-== 
of modern roadvray would indeed prove a boon to the tourist 
trade. 
Those business men in the to\m \vho depend primarily 
on the tourist trade are exceedingly optomistic about the 
future. The Provinceto1:m Inn, t he to-vm' s leading hotel, 
is in the process of completing a t wo-year expansion 
program, i:Jhile well over a dozen nevr motels have mushroomed 
forth during this period. Yet, \vi th t his increased building 
lodging is at a premium at the height of the season. 
However, as bright as the future may look it does not 
over shadow the fact that the fishing industry is apparently 
doomed. The to\-mspeople themselves realize thCJ t now it is 
es sen tial that the sulnmer trade prosper , for at the 
moment it seems to be the tovm's only salvation. 
2. Forebodings in t he Fishing Industry Prevail 
At one time, and even now to an extent, Provinceto\in 1 s 
economy \·las completely centered around the fishing industry. 
Ho'\vever, since the turn of the century, and even more 
pronounced in the last decade, fishing has been on a constant 
decline. 
The re asons for this decline are numerous. Modern, 
motorized fishing fle~ts can catch and proce ss more fi sh per 
boat than ever before. This for awhile proved to be a 
problem, because the market could not cope \dth the great 
---===-- --=--- - -- -==-
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great amounts of fish being brought in. Hovrever, in more 
recent years the problem has been one of a lack of fish. 
This has been noticed not only in Provincetown, but in 
every grea t fishing center in the world. Locally this 
shortage has been blamed primarily on the Camp Wellfleet 
anti-aircraft batteries which hold firing practice over the 
water once a week. The fishermen cl aim this firing has 
killed off countless numbers of fish, and has contributed 
greatly to driving them from the lm.;er Cape vraters. 
Another factor is the oil leakage from the numerous 
ships going and coming from Boston through Massachusetts 
Bay. Many claim, particularly in the Pacific and European 
areas, that since the a t omic tes~s in the Pacific sever al 
years ago there has been a noticable decline in the number 
of fish caught. 
Another branch of this industry -vrhich has a l most sunk 
into oblivian is lobstering and clamming . Both of these 
delicacies have almost disappear ed from Cape '\<J"aters. The 
primary source of lobsters for the fish packing pl ants of 
the to\vn is now Nova Scotia. 
Many men have already given up f ish ing and have moved 
to other localities to enter some other line of work. There 
is now, however, a movement by some to go to Louisiana and 
try their luck at shrimp fishing. Many have already moved 
·=-='-=- ~---====-=- - --
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their families and homes to the Bayou region hoping for 
rene1.;ed f ortune in the shrimp industry. Ho~:-rever, vmrd 
corning back from those who left says that hard time has 
also set in in the shrimp business, and employment is every 
bit as sc arce as arotund Provincetown. 
The question maybe asked, Hhat is bei ng done to al leviate 
this solution~ When a natural resource such as fishing 
beg1ns to decline very little can be done. Hovlever, the 
Federal Government is pl anning to seed oysters in Cape 
vmters f or t11.e first time. The demand for oysters has 
always outstripped the supply and this could be the distant 
light in an other1vise dark future. 
As unfortunate as it may be the gover nment cannot 
replenish the supply of cod, mackerel , halibut, and other 
fish so fast disappearing from the Cape vmters. Perhaps 
in the not too di s tant future these fish may begin to 
return just as mysteriously as t hey are now disappearing. 
The future is indeed bl a c l~ for the Portugese fishermen 1rrho 
have so long lived by the sea. It seems no1r1 only a miracle 
can save the once proud, and mighty Provincetown fishing 
fleet from virtual oblivion. 
3. The Shaw Fund 
Provincetovm, among other fishing tovms in Massachusetts, 
is the recipient of a rather unique charity. 
- - ----- ~-====-===-~ 
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Robert Gould Shaw at his death in 1~53, 1.nlled money 
to be inve s ted, and the i ncome to be used for the widows 
and dependent children o1' fisher men in Hassachusetts vlho 
had lost t heir l ives. It is a priva t e charity and receives 
no contributions from any source save t ha t of Mr. Shaw 1 s 
be quest. As the income is not large, the managers 
must generally restrict contributions to those needy persons 
who are not eligible for publ ic reli ef , or for cases o1· 
special emergency. 
In Provinceto~m this fund is almo st a salvation for 
many of the widows who otherwise would have almos t no other 
source of income. The loc al representa t ives of the fund, 
vJh ich no1.v hes its headquarters in Boston, are Mrs. Thomas F. 
Cote, and Mrs. Frank Fra.de. 11 
These women recieve no remuniation vmatsoever for the 
time and eff ort they put forth in this work. Each month 
t hey personally visit each recipient with the alloted 
money, and also t hey arrange for any medical or dental 
treatment these people may require. It is a tribute to these 
'l.•romen t ha t never once has there been t he slightest note of 
scandal attached to this fund locally . Their personal 
honesty and integrity is the only reciept or record the 
central he adquarters has for the funds that are sent out to 
the tmm. 
II 
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4-. 'I'he Local Government 
In the true tradition of all Nevr England, P.rovincetm·m 
is governed by a Board of Selectmen "\vho ar e responsible 
to the annual tovm meeting. 
Hm·mver, in an at t empt to solve their many economic 
an domestic difficulties, t he people at ToY.m Neeting, 1953, 
adopted a motion to change over to the toY.m manager form 
of government beginning in 1~)4- for a trial period of 
t hree years. The Board of Selectmen, to \<Thorn the to1,m 
manager \>Jould be responsi ble, \>Tould be increased from three 
to f ive, and t he school board from three to seven. The 
tm·m manager vmuld control all functions of town government 
except the police force, \·Thi ch is under civil service, and 
t he school system. 
On February 1?, 1~ ?4-, the new Board of five Sel ectmen 
were voted into office, and a t Tm·m Heeting, hel d on the 
night of election d2y, t he final items of tovm management 
were approved by the people. 
The Selectmen are nmv in the process of accepting 
applications, and interviewing applicant s for the 
position. An an.nual s alary of nine t housand doll ars a 
year was voted for t he tovm manager in hope of t hem 
getting the most qualified individual f or the job. 
!I 
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5. The Local Press 
In Provincetovm there are t-vm weekly ne1..vspapers; the 
Advocate vThich has been in existence for the past 85 years 
and the Nev: Beacon vihich h as onl y been in existence . for the 
past few years. The daily paper that people in most every 
home in Provincetovm read is the Cape Cod Standard Times 
vThich is delivered every night. 
6,. The People 
The Cape-end to\~ was, from its beginning, English, 
as vms all New England. Hmvever, Provincetm·m along vli th 
other Cape villages remained English or Yankee longer than 
most. This is not surprising,however, because the tip 
of the Cape is pretty well isolated from the body of the 
Commonv.Jeal th. Up until t he coming of the railrood , and later, 
of good roads and the automobile, vehicular traffic "l.·ras 
slovJ, hard, and uncertai n. By \·rater, Boston is more than 
' t Hice the dis tance from Province to1..·m than France i s from 
England, across the Straits of Dover. 
Provincetown did not need i mmigrants , because its 
interest v1as maritime and its boys went to sea a:s: soon a:s: 
they were able, some at ten or t welve years of age. For 
tvm hundred and fifty years after the coming of the Pilgrims 
there vras little mixture of other blood and the lmver Cape 
remained English in tradition, manners, thought and speech 
- -~--
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modified, through the years, by Yankee surroundings. 
About the middle of the nineteenth century there -v;ere 
some noticable changes. Fe·vl8r of the home boys went to sea, 
because ho-vr there were better opportunities ashore and off 
the Cape. The vThalers and fishermen need men for their 
crevrs, and to fill that need came the Portugese. 
The first of this race in Provincetovm was one 
Emanuel Caton. He arrived in the year 1822 settled dovm, 
' 
married, and lived in the tovm for fifty years until his 
death. They came in increasing numbers during the latter 
half of the nineteenth century, many to avoid military 
service which was compulsory in Portugal at that time. 
They married, settled dmm., and were the motivating force 
·which put t he Provincetovm fishing fle:et second to none 
during that era. 
At first, and for many years, decidedly in the minority, 
they now make up the bulk of the population of Provincetown. 
Out of the four thousand residents of the tmro, more than 
seventy-five per cent are Portugese. 
Host of the Portugese came from the Azores, hm;ever, 
some are Continentals, and a few families are from the Cape 
Verde Islands. Their names are sometimes a bit puzzling. 
Many took the name of some captain under whom they sailed 
or of some man for whom they worked for ashore. :Many have 
=--= -=-=-= ===--= 
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Anglicized their ov.m family names, while others have ta l~en 
the maiden name of their mother rather than the surname of 
their father. 
Perhaps one of the tovms greatest idiosyncrasies is the 
most remarkabJ_e and uni que niclmames they give each other. 
Some of these, while commonly accepted in the tovm \vould 
not be too appropriate to set dmm on these pages. A 
common example, however, is Fr:ank "Scarry Jack 11 Gra\vley, 
the last of the great fishing captains who can still 
remember the expeditions to the Grand Banks, and the 
vmaling ventures to the North Sea. Ther e is neither a 
summer visitor nor a tovm resident to l·lhom 11 Scarry Jack" 
isn •·t a familiar sight. For countless years noH he has 
been celebrating his eighty-sixth birthday, ·v1hich he claims 
in all sinceri t y each year is his correct age. He truely 
represents the past greatness of his era to which his 
straight, erect stature which shows not the slightest 
sign of feebleness gives living testimony. 
The story of Provinceto\>ffi today is the story of the 
Portugese and the prejudice and adversities they faced 
from the older inhabitants at the time of their arrival, and 
some of which is still felt today among the old Yankee 
families. 
They brought '1:-Ji th them something the old English 
settlers could never give _to the comr,mni ty. Their vrarm 
Latin blood, and large hospitable hearts have made 
=-=--- ·-· -- -~-=-- - - -=="---
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Provincetovm a home for both stranger, visitor, and friend. 
Their mm troubles are never so great that they cannot lend 
a helping hand to another in need. 
7. Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow 
The -r.vhole history of Provincetmm has been one of 
advers ity . In the beginning , the to\vn faced a struggle for 
its very existence. After firmly entrenching itself, 
Provinceto\vn reached t he pinnacle of prosperity at the end of 
t he \tlar of l tll2, only to sink once again to the brink of · 
oblivion, rise, and sink once again. 
As the fishing i ndustry tapered off from its once high 
place, the tourist trade began to flourish. Today the fishing l1 · 
industry has reached the lowest e bb in t he town's history , but 1 
the tourist business continues to boom and increase. 
On t he surface t he town's future looks dark , but there is 1 
definite hope for t he future. There is nmv a pos si bili ty 
of government aid to the fishing industry in the form of 
subsidies. Already oyster s have been seeded in Cape wa t ers 
which could open nevi hope for the fishermen. 
The tourist business is expected to reach neu heights vl i th 
the opening of a ne\v super highvmy lat e this summer. Perhaps, 
even more important is the transition to the to~m manager 1 
form of government . This may prove the motivating force vrhich II 
has so long been lacking in the local government. 
The future may appear dark, but t here is a silver lining. 
Provincetmm. has survived before and it will continue to do so 
in the future •. 
APPENDIX 
Provincetovm had its first street lights, oil burning 
in l b84. Twenty years la t er, in 1904 they were altered 
to eJ.ectric. 
• • * * * • * * * * 
"In 1920 Provinceto·wn held her Tercentenary Celebration, 
a fine affair, v.ri th parades, speeches, floats and 
distinguished visitors. It was at this time that the 
beautiful bas-reli ef, "The Signing of the Compact," viaS 
unveiled. This is on Bradford Street, at the foot of 
1/ 
Tovm Hill and just back of To'IJm Hall. n-
"Sku.lly-Jo is no more. Its last P:rovinceto-vm maker 
died in 1933. Made from ex-haddock, its alias, Petrified 
Fish, is only vleakly descriptive of its ad.amantive quelitie s . 
After some preliminary treatment, it ".·las cured in brine or 
sal ted and then dried in the 1<Tind and sun for a couple of 
months, more or less. It was then supposed to be edible 
but vla s much better adapted for driving shingle nails or 
for use as founda t ion for a large barn. As food, it had 
merit as permanence. One could chev.r on it all d2y Tithout 
visibly reducing the stock on hand. It made an all-day 
sucker look as ephemereal as a mars:hmallovi. In this 
l/Mellen c. M. Hatch, op. cit., p. 69. 
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effete age it is, perhaps, as well that "Skully-Jo" has gone I 
I 
the vmy of the iron men of the sea ~>rho were coeval about it.".J.f 
On the la"m of the Tmm Hall, facing, Commercial Street, 
there is a stone tablet, dedicated in 1~3~, to the Rose 
Dorothea, and her cre-v1. This Provincetovm fishing schooner, 
sailing against the Jessie Costa, also out of Provincetovm 
won the Fisherman's Race held in 1~07 as part of the 
celebration or Boston's Old Home vJeek. In the Town Hall 
the trophy she won, a cup donated by Sir Thomas Lipton, 
is on display. 
* ~ ~ ~ * ~ * * * * 
"The typical Cape Cod cellar looks like a cistern. It 
is laid up of a single thickness of brick, is six or ei ght 
feet deep, is perfectly round in cross-section and is ten 
or t\ .. Tel ve feet in diame-cer . The circular shape was chosen 
to keep the constant pressure of the sand, in which the 
cellars are excavated, from forcing in the walls.nY 
ttFrom "'hat we have seen, \ve may vmll believe that, if· 
Province-cmm has a ---- Patron Saint, he should be painted 
not as a Pilgrim in a steeple-hat but as a Fisherman in a 
barvel. 
111.12i9-.. ' p. 70. 
,VIbid., p. 71. 
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If it has a Totem, it should be a Codfish~ 
If it has a Hymn, it should be the old verses quoted 
by Hood. 
And if it has a Genius it is not the beautiful monument 
on Tovm Hill but t he white to-vrer and gr eat beam at the 
Hi ghland.nl/ 
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